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Abstract:
This report describes a EUROCONTROL real-time simulation study conducted on behalf of the EATMP
LINK2000+ Programme. The study aimed to investigate issues associated with the implementation of
datalink air/ground functionality at Aix-en-Provence ATC Centre, France, and Rome ATC Centre, Italy, in
the time frame 2003-2007 using the LINK2000+ datalink services.
As part of the study new controller and pilot functionality was introduced and integrated with a new
controller interface based on the EATCHIP III model.
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SUMMARY

The LINK2000+ Real-time simulation (21st January 2002 – 8th February 2002) was the first of a
series of real-time simulations based on a specially developed ATM simulation platform.
A key component of the new platform was the provision of a simulated datalink environment,
reflecting the ATM2000+ strategy, and closely resembling that proposed for European system
implementation. The functionality incorporates datalink services proposed by the LINK2000+
programme for early implementation within the ECAC area.
The platform also included a ‘stripless’ controller interface. This interface developed under the
European Air Traffic Control Harmonisation and Implementation Program (EATCHIP III), supported
computer based controller tools, such as electronic co-ordination and system safety nets, to closely
represent a typical ATM system of the next decade.
Datalink will provide controllers with a second communication channel that can be managed by
either the Tactical or Planning controller. This facility will enable an evolution of controller working
method, transferring Tactical Controller workload to the Planning Controller. It is expected that
reducing reliance on the radio channel may reduce sector frequency congestion, increase safety,
and ultimately enable higher sector capacity.
The anticipated progressive fitting of datalink capability made it necessary to consider a mixedmode traffic environment, with controllers managing varying levels of traffic and equipped aircraft.
In this environment, controllers must differentiate between equipped and non-equipped aircraft, as
well as selecting the preferred communication medium for those with datalink capability. Also
evaluated was the effect these changes had on sector resource management and controller
situational awareness, along with researching improved design within the EATCHIP interface.
The technology of data exchange enables many different types of datalink service. Those selected
for the LINK2000+ simulation were expected to be suitable for early implementation.

Datalink Initiation Capability (DLIC)

Aircraft log on to the ATSU providing the
datalink service

ATC Communications Management (ACM)

The datalink transfer of aircraft voice and
datalink communications

ATC Microphone Check (AMC)

Broadcast to aircraft when the ATC frequency
is blocked by a stuck microphone

ATC Clearances (ACL)

Pilots are able to send requests and
controllers are able to transmit ATC
clearances and information

Four organisations were tested. The first (Organisation A – Nominal) addressed the mixed traffic
environment. The second (Organisation B - PC Transfer) moved the aircraft transfer task for
equipped aircraft from the Tactical Controller to the Planning Controller. The third (Organisation
C– DL Monitor) suppressed the first call for equipped aircraft checking-in on the frequency and the
fourth (Organisation D – Non-nominal) evaluated changes to nominal datalink performance.
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The airspace chosen was from the Aix-en-Provence Flight Information Region of France, and the
Rome Flight Information Region of Italy and involved the simulation of four measured en-route
sectors, with traffic being supplied from surrounding feed sectors and airports within the region.
The LINK2000+ Real-time simulation appraised the impact that the introduction of datalink will
have on the current ATM system and on the way controllers and pilots co-operate. Much important
information was gained which will lead to improved implementation and a more efficient, safer,
ATM system for tomorrow.
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VERB CONVENTION
In order to ensure clarity and readability, the following conventions are applied in this document:
“Shall” used whenever a mandatory requirement is expressed.
“Should” used in order to express a recommendation.
“May” used in order to express an option.
“Will” used in order to express the future.

AIRCRAFT EQUIPAGE CONVENTION
In the document, the phrase ‘datalink-equipped aircraft’ indicates that the aircraft is fitted with
equipment supporting all the LINK2000+ datalink services and that the equipment is fully
operational. The phrase ‘non-equipped’ refers only to datalink equipment and indicates the aircraft
is not equipped with equipment supporting any of the LINK2000+ datalink services, and therefore
controller/pilot communication is restricted to voice.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Air traffic controllers and pilots alike have learned the hard way that voice communication has
become the limit to attached sector capacity in Europe today. The LINK2000+ Programme is
addressing this problem by providing controllers and pilots with a second communication channel:
air/ground datalink.
Previous simulations and operational trials (e.g. PETAL) have demonstrated that air/ground
datalink has the potential to reduce controller and pilot workload whilst adding a safety benefit by
overcoming many of the shortcomings of voice communications.
With the PETAL IIe Project, the Air/Ground Co-operative ATS Programme (AGC) completed the
pre-operational trials of a first generation of air/ground datalink services and implemented a
complete ATN end-to-end system including certificated avionics and software. The trials
demonstrated that the first generation services were operationally and technically ready for
implementation.
The magnitude of the task of starting and managing an implementation programme that covered a
large part of the ECAC area and involved many different stakeholders, justified the creation of a
datalink implementation programme separated from the development oriented AGC Programme.
The LINK2000+ Programme was initiated, concentrating on implementation issues and reporting
directly to the EATMP directors and the relevant EATMP groups, while continuing to co-operate
closely with AGC and other programmes. The PETAL IIe Project continued to be a major
contributor to the initial phase of LINK2000+ and constituted a potential model system for other
implementations. Petal IIe has now entered the implementation phase and has been re-named as
the PETAL to LINK (P2L) Project.
The LINK2000+ Programme can only be successful with the wide involvement of air navigation
service providers, communication service providers, airlines and aircraft operators and certainly
controllers and pilots. As part of the LINK2000+ Programme, a real-time simulation was conducted
at the EUROCONTROL Experimental Centre addressing implementation issues and focussing on
the operational concerns of working controllers. ENAV Italy and DGAC France strongly supported
the programme and participated in the planning and execution of this important step towards
datalink implementation in Europe and abroad.

Figure 1: LINK2000+ Sector Suite (EUROCAE/RTCA WG53 SC189 Visit 5 February 2002)
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Figure 2: LINK2000+ Airspace and Route Chart
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2. OBJECTIVES
2.1. GENERAL OBJECTIVE
The LINK2000+ Simulation General Objective was to evaluate a significant part of the first
generation of services forming part of the LINK2000+ implementation programme. The simulated
services were selected as globally interoperable, conceptually validated, non-time critical, airground datalink services for ATC. The LINK2000+ Programme selected them because they were
considered most likely to produce early ATM benefits.
2.2. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
The LINK2000+ Simulation specific objectives are listed in order of importance from the most
imperative to the least imperative.
1. Re-assess the operational impact of conducting voice and datalink communications in a
mixed-mode operation within a sector, and an ACC, at various levels of aircraft datalink
equipage.
2. In accordance with observations made during the simulation, determine recommended good
practice when considering the use of datalink over voice communication and vice versa.
3. Identify potential changes to current controller working methods, tasks, and roles brought
about by the use of datalink.
4. Identify ATC procedures required for datalink operations with particular reference to the
actual use of datalink by controllers, co-ordination, R/T phraseology, and contingency.
5. Define the need for improvements to the datalink HMI (Human-Machine Interface) provided.
6. Assess the safety implications of non-nominal situations such as datalink failure, error, and
slow response time.
7. Provide support data for EUROCAE/RTCA WG53/SC189 SG6 to assist in their task of
defining performance requirements according to the ICAO RCP (Required Communication
Performance) concept.
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3. SIMULATION CONDUCT
3.1. SYSTEM TRAINING
Controller training was identified as important in the experiment preparation prior to conducting this
simulation. Providing the controllers with an advanced paper ‘stripless’ interface combined with the
additional aspects of the datalink interface meant that effective training was considered essential.
The training was aided by the provision of two testing sessions prior to commencing the simulation.
These sessions (of one week each) served to give the controllers hands-on interactive experience
of the functionality prior to the structured training provided in the first week of the simulation.
The training program applied, consisted of four main elements:
1.

Initial system introduction during the testing periods.

2.

Briefing sessions explaining the concept, functionality, and method of operation.

3.

Training Exercises, at reduced traffic levels, with exercise de-briefings.

4.

Provision of a detailed LINK2000+ System Handbook [4] with detailed schema
describing the system functionality.

3.2. AIRSPACE
The simulated airspace was based on sectors from the Marseilles FIR, France and the Rome FIR,
Italy.
The simulated airspace was divided into either 'Measured' or 'Feed' sectors. Four measured
sectors (Sectors EK, DD, NW, and EW) represented the study airspace of the simulation.
Feed sectors provided a realistic interface with the surrounding airspace without representing in full
the actual sectorisation. These six sectors were defined as MF (Mike-Foxtrot), PA (Papa Alpha),
GG (Golf-Golf), SS (Sierra-Sierra) and two lower sectors managing traffic climbing into or
descending from the Measured sectors known as LF (Lima-Foxtrot) and LI (Lima-India).
A full description of the sectorisation applied can be found in the LINK2000+ Facility
Specification [1].
3.2.1. Route structure
The route structure for this simulation was based on ARN V3 as in effect in the simulation area on
3 September 2000, when the traffic sample was collected. For the route structure applied, see the
airspace chart (Figure 2).
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3.2.2. Danger, restricted and temporary segregated areas
The following areas were simulated:
Table 1: Danger, Restricted and Temporary Segregated Areas
Reference

Vertical Limits

Status

APW

D54A

SFC - UNL

Active all the time

Active all the time

D54C

SFC - FL285

Active on request

Active on request

D67

SFC - FL450

Active all the time

Active all the time

P39

SFC - UNL

Active all the time

No APW

LI D5 "B"

FL295 - FL380

Active on request

Active on request

ZONE 2

SFC - UNL

Active on request

Active on request

3.3. SUMMARY OF SIMULATED ATC SYSTEM
3.3.1. Summary of the simulated ATC baseline
The simulated ATC system was representative of an advanced "paper stripless" ATC system
based on the EATCHIP III development programme and requirements defined by the LINK2000+
Programme.
The system employed an advanced Operator Display System (ODS) including extensive use of
colour. A three-button mouse was the sole input and data access device, through which the
controller interacted with the following facilities:
Table 2: Summary of the simulated ATC system
HMI Element
Screen
Configuration

Interactive Track
Labels

Electronic Civil
Co-ordination
Electronic List Data
Quick Information
Access
Notebook
Functions
Controller Access
Parameters (CAPs)
Safety Nets

Description
All screen configurations including range, filters, label orientation, selectable windows and
displayed maps were set via an iconifiable on-screen panel.
In this electronic system, the track label became an integral tool for the controller to interact
with the system. The label had four main functions.
- Labels displayed essential flight plan information.
- Labels provided interaction to enter controller inputs to the system.
- Labels displayed reminder information.
- Labels displayed Safety Net warnings when applicable.
The controller could negotiate sector entry levels (PEL), sector exit levels (XFL), and direct
routes, assigned headings, and assigned speeds via electronic means.
Electronic lists displayed sector entry conditions for each flight, and allowed this
information to be verified, modified or electronically co-ordinated.
The controller had instantaneous access to certain flight information, such as the Dynamic
Flight Leg (DFL), the Extended label Window (ELW), and the Filtering Function.
The controller could enter assigned headings, speeds, and rates of climb/descent as well
as direct routes directly into the track label for display in place of marking the information
on paper flight strips.
CAPs provided the controller with aircraft parameters without pilot intervention. Values for
actual Heading, Speed, and Rate of climb/descent were displayed in the selected label for
equipped aircraft.
The system provided warnings relating to Short Term Conflict Alert (Close approach of two
aircraft), and Area Proximity Warning (Military Area incursion) up to two minutes prior to
the infringement.
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3.3.2. Summary of the simulated ATC datalink system
The following datalink services were provided in line with the LINK2000+ requirements:
Table 3: Description of LINK2000+ RTS datalink services and functionality
Acronym

Decode

Description

Datalink Initiation Capability
This service logged the aircraft on to the ATC centre
ground system. For the LINK2000+ simulation DLIC
was performed separately for Aix-en-Provence and
Rome Centres (rather than transferred by OLDI
message). Aircraft from PA Feed (Algeria) performed
an early CPDLC log on to Aix-en-Provence Centre.

DLIC

ATC Communication
Management

ACM

This service managed the transfer of voice and data
communications between sectors and between
centres. The unambiguous authority for CPDLC
Communication was shown in the HMI presentation to
each sector.
The message sequence was as follows; Next Data
Authority (NDA) then Voice Change Instruction (VCI),
and Current Data Authority (CDA) followed by a
Monitoring Message to the new sector (when the new
VHF voice frequency was selected).

ATC Clearances
This service allowed the pilot to make requests
(DIRECT and LEVEL) and for the controller to send
clearances and instructions to the aircraft (LEVEL /
DIRECT / HEADING / SPEED / RATE / SQUAWK).

ACL

ATC Microphone Check
This service allowed the controller to broadcast to all
datalink aircraft on the frequency, when a Stuck
Microphone was blocking the frequency.

AMC

CWP

6

Manual Controller Inputs and
Responses enabled at the
Controller Working Position

The controllers could make datalink instructions for
LEVEL, DIRECT, ASSIGNED HEADING, ASSIGNED
SPEED, and ASSIGNED RATE and could respond to
datalink requests by STANDBY, UNABLE, WILCO
(APPROVAL), or COUNTER-PROPOSAL.
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Decode

Description

PWP

Manual Pilot Inputs and
Responses enabled at the Pilot
Working Position

The pseudo-pilot could make datalink requests for
DIRECT and LEVEL and respond to controller
datalink instructions. Manual Pilot Responses to ATC
Clearances were available by selecting WILCO,
STANDBY or UNABLE. A specific number of NO
REPLY, STANDBY and REQUESTS were prescribed
for each sector, in each exercise.

MESSAGE
DELIVERY

Message Delivery Time

One way message delivery was initially set at 6.0
seconds. This was varied to simulate Non-Nominal
datalink performance in specific exercises.

Logical Acknowledgement
Message

This message was similar to the LAM used in
Ground-Ground Message Communication. For the
LINK2000+ simulation, a LACK was automatically
sent back to the originator for every datalink
message, indicating that the message had been
received (by the system). If a LACK was not
received, a warning was displayed (DL ERROR).

Message Time Out Alerts

Controllers and Pilots received alerts when messages
were not delivered (DL ERROR), or when pilots or
controllers failed to respond (NO REPLY). When
STANDBY was selected, the expiry time for a
response was extended.

Simulated Lost Messages

A failure rate was implemented for the LINK2000+
simulation to replicate the loss of some datalink
messages.
This was nominally set at 0.5%.
Controllers and pilots received an indication if
message delivery was unsuccessful.

LACK

TIMEOUTS

DATALINK
FAILURE
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3.4. CONTROLLER WORKING POSITION
The measured Controller Working Position consisted of:
· Either a SONY™ 20" square colour monitor or a BARCO™ 20” LCD monitor, providing a
multiple-window working-environment.
· A Hewlett Packard™ processor and BARCO™ graphics card.
· A mouse device equipped with three input buttons.
· A digital communication system (Audio-LAN) with Headset, speaker, footswitch, and panel
mounted Push-to-talk facility.
· An Instantaneous Self-Assessment (ISA) subjective workload input device.
All measured sectors had two positions, a Tactical Controller (TC) position, and a Planning
Controller (PC) position. The Controller Working Position provided to each was equipped with the
same functionality. Operational rules and the specified tasks of the two controllers prompted the
setting of different screen configurations.
3.4.1. Adjacent 'feed' sectors
The 'Feed Sector' controllers were equipped with SONY™ 20" square monitor. Special
functionality was attached to a Feed Sector CWP, known as a 'Hybrid' Working position. The
Hybrid incorporated a piloting function so that controller inputs were interpreted directly as pilot
inputs, allowing the sector to operate without a dedicated pseudo-pilot.
Due to low levels of traffic, several feed positions (LF, LI, and PA) were configured to manage
traffic automatically. These positions were unmanned during the simulation. Co-ordination was
automatically accepted and aircraft were transferred and assumed automatically.
3.4.2. Operations room configuration
The Operations room was configured with 14 Controller Working Positions as follows:
· EK Sector

(France)

1 Sector

(2 CWP)

· DD Sector

(France)

1 Sector

(2 CWP)

· NW Sector

(Italy)

1 Sector

(2 CWP)

· EW Sector

(Italy)

1 Sector

(2 CWP)

· MF Sector

(Feed)

1 Sectors

(1 CWP)

· PA Sector

(Feed)

1 Sectors

(1 CWP)

· GG Sector

(Feed)

1 Sectors

(1 CWP)

· SS Sector

(Feed)

1 Sectors

(1 CWP)

· LF Sector

(Feed)

1 Sectors

(1 CWP)

· LI Sector

(Feed)

1 Sectors

(1 CWP)

The Operations Room layout remained unchanged between Organisations A, B, C, and D.
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Figure 3: LINK2000+ Operations Room layout
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Figure 4: EK Sector Tactical and Planning Controllers (France) (Photograph)

3.4.3. ATC procedures and controller tasks
ATC Procedures applied during the simulation represented as closely as possible those in actual
use in the simulated airspace. Procedures and LOAs applicable for the use of RVSM were also
applied.
In order to evaluate new task distributions between the Tactical Controller and the Planning
Controller, a defined set of tasks applicable to each control position was specified for both datalink
and non-datalink exercises.
The task definition was based on the premise that the Planning Controller's main responsibility was
'ADVANCED INFORMATION' flights (Blue Label), while the Executive Controller's prime
responsibility was 'Assumed' flights (Black Label) and managing the R/T voice channel. However,
the task description did not restrict team co-operation and either controller was free to assist the
other as required. Both control positions were identical in functionality, and both positions had
access to the datalink channel, allowing the controller team (TC and PC) to evolve alternative
working methods and re-distribute the sector tasks if desirable.
Detailed controller task definitions are provided under Objective 3, evaluating Tactical and
Planning roles and the effect on task allocation in a LINK2000+ datalink environment.
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4. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
This experiment was the third small-scale real-time datalink simulation conducted at the
EUROCONTROL Experimental Centre, following previous trials with the EATCHIP III bis, and
LINK2000+ Business Case simulations. In parallel, pre-operation trials have been conducted as
part of the PETAL II, EOLIA, and other projects. The experimental approach is consistent with
following an iterative road map to datalink validation (for further details see Design of the
Experiment [2]).

Analytic
modelling

Fast-time
simulation

Field test

Small-scale
real-time
simulation

Shadowd trial
Operational
trial

Operations

Large-scale
real-time
simulation

Figure 5: Experimental Road Map

4.1. TRAFFIC
Traffic samples were based on a two-hour period, from the 3 September 2000.
The initial (100%) sample was then increased to produce samples reflecting a 10% increase
(110%), and 25% increase (125%). Specific reduced traffic samples suitable for system training
were created from the main samples at 50% and 100% levels for use in the introduction and
training phases of the simulation.
Other variables were introduced including aircraft datalink equipage at 0%, 25%, and 50%. The
percentage of datalink equipage was calculated on the total number of aircraft in the total
simulated area. Consequently, according to the differing densities of traffic on the route network,
some sectors experienced more and some less than the specified percentage of datalink-equipped
aircraft (see 5.2.11 Variation in datalink percentage).
Six traffic sample variations were developed to limit controller familiarity. (This was not entirely
effective. Some familiarity was noted particularly at the French sectors where controller rotation
was limited due to competency). This extended the traffic total samples portfolio produced for the
simulation to 30.
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4.2. ORGANISATIONS
Four organisations were simulated, Organisation A, B, C, and D. The airspace, sector
configuration and route structure remained unchanged in each organisation however, significant
other changes were made. These included changes in working method and the nominal
performance of the datalink applications.
4.2.1. Organisation A (Nominal)
Organisation A supported the main objective of the study. The nominal datalink environment was
represented. The pilots continued to initiate a first contact call for each sector regardless of
datalink equipage and the controller working method allocated the Transfer task solely to the
Tactical Controller. A detailed description of the Planning Controller/Tactical Controller task
sharing and working method in the datalink scenario is described in 6.1 Good Practice and
Controller Working Method.
4.2.2. Organisation B (PC transfer)
Organisation B changed the controller working method by allocating the transfer task for datalink
aircraft solely to the Planning Controller. This was facilitated by the datalink ACM service, which
enabled transfer of aircraft voice and data channels through datalink messages, while
simultaneously transferring via ground-ground message, the control of the aircraft. An HMI
indication designed to represent the automatic transmission of a Route Message, to datalink
aircraft on Assume of Control, was also provided.
4.2.3. Organisation C (DL monitor)
Organisation C changed the requirement for datalink aircraft to initiate a first contact call when
changing frequency. Controllers were advised that a datalink-equipped aircraft was ‘Monitoring’
the new frequency via datalink message. Again, the HMI indication designed to represent the
automatic transmission of a Route Message, to datalink aircraft on Assume of Control, was also
provided.
4.2.4. Organisation D (Non nominal)
Organisation D included modifying the datalink performance to represent non-nominal situations.
The message delivery time was lengthened, the datalink message failure rate was increased, and
the response time-out parameters were varied to provide additional data supporting the
achievement of Objective 7.
Specific non-nominal scenarios were:

12

1.

Variation of the transfer delay / delivery time for ACL messages (i.e. nominal fixed
value was 6 seconds and non-nominal fixed value was 10 seconds).

2.

An increased failure rate from an approximate nominal of 2.5% to 5%, of total ACL
messages (i.e. from 1 in 30 to 1 in 15). Failures of DLIC and ACM messages were not
included in the failure rate applied.

3.

Variation on the transaction expiration time for the ACL messages (i.e. nominal fixed
value was 120 seconds and non-nominal fixed value was 90 seconds).
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4.3. EXERCISE PROGRAMME
An exercise program was constructed which allowed for three simulation exercises per day. After
allowing for an Introduction Briefing and a Final Presentation and De-briefing session, forty-two
simulation exercise slots were available. Twelve exercise slots were allocated for familiarisation
and system training and three exercise slots were retained as spares for contingency use.
The remaining twenty-seven exercises were allocated for measured exercises. The exercise
program was carefully constructed in order to address the simulation objectives. In addition, the
Organisation A (Nominal) and Organisation D (Non-nominal) exercises were randomised to avoid
the impact of learning effect.
Table 4: LINK2000+ Exercise Summary
LINK2000+ Exercise Summary
Week

Org.

No. Ex

Traffic
level

Datalink %

1

A
A
A
A
A
A

3
3
3
3
1
1

50%
100%
100%
100%
110%
110%

00%
00%
25%
25%
25%
50%

Training – Standard Interface - No Datalink
Training – Standard Interface - No Datalink
Training – Datalink Interface
Training – Datalink Interface
Measured – Nominal
Measured – Nominal

2

A
A
A
A
A
A
D

2
1
2
2
3
3
2

110%
110%
110%
125%
125%
125%
125%

00%
25%
50%
00%
25%
50%
50%

Measured – No Datalink
Measured – Nominal
Measured – Nominal
Measured – No Datalink
Measured – Nominal
Measured – Nominal
Measured – Non-Nominal

3

A
A
A
B
C
D

1
1
1
3
3
1

110%
125%
110%
125%
125%
125%

25%
00%
00%
50%
50%
50%

Measured – Nominal
Measured – No Datalink
Measured – No Datalink
Measured – PC Transfer / Send Route HMI
Measured – ACM Monitor / Send Route HMI
Measured – Non-Nominal

Spare

3
Total 42

Exercise Description

Representing 48 hours 20 minutes of scheduled simulation time

The staff allocation to each sector was based on a complex controller rotational plan. The Rome
controllers rotated through all simulation Italian positions. The Aix-en-Provence controllers were
specialised on a certain sector and were divided into two groups (East and West). Each of these
groups rotated through a single feed and single specific measured sector.
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There were six controllers in each national team. Three rotations referred to as , , and 
were implemented. The following table gives the positions of each controller according to the
appropriate rotation number:
Table 5: Controller Rotation Table
CONTROLLER POSITIONS
Measured Sector

EK

DD

NW

EW

Measured
Rotations

EXE

PC

EXE

PC

EXE

PC

EXE

PC



K1

K2

D1

D2

N1

N2

E1

E2



K2

K3

D2

D3

N2

N3

E2

E3



K3

K1

D3

D1

N3

N1

E3

E1

Feed Sector

MF

PA

GG

SS



K3

D3

N3

E3



K1

D1

N1

E1



K2

D2

N2

E2

4.4. POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS
There were six controllers and a supervisor for each team. All of the controllers were male and
had more than five years of qualified experience with half having more than ten years of qualified
experience. Half were line controllers, while the other half acted as both a controller and an
instructor. Nine of the controllers had already participated in an EEC real-time simulation. All read
the Controller Information Book [3], with most reporting it of good quality. All of participants were
familiar with the concept of operation of air-ground datalink.
4.5. METHODOLOGY
The simulation results contained in this report were compiled from the notes taken at post
simulation debriefing sessions, questionnaire responses, observations of the project team and from
collection of objective data from system recordings including time stamped HMI interactions and
datalink messages.
4.5.1. Instantaneous self assessment
The Instantaneous Self-Assessment (ISA) method was used to collect data on perceived controller
workload. Participants were asked to respond to a visual prompt every two minutes during each
measured exercise, by pressing one of five available buttons appropriate to their workload at the
time; 1-Very-Low, 2-Low, 3-Fair, 4-High, or 5-Very High.
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4.5.2. Statistical analysis
The results of this study are presented objective by objective in the order of priority given to them
in the planning of the experiment. Statistical analyses of the data were generally conducted using
Analysis of Variance. F statistics are reported if a significant main effect was found. Post-hoc
comparisons between means were conducted to identify differences between means. An alpha
level of .05 was used for all statistical tests.
4.5.3. Description of analysis tables
The Analysis of Variance tables presented in this report describe the significance of the effect of
the independent variables. Where a factor is shown ‘in bold’ with an ‘asterisk’, the result has
statistical significance. The columns indicate:
SS
DF
MS
F
P

Sum of Square
Degree of Freedom
Mean of Square
Fischer Test
Probability of no difference or probability of error of difference

For example, in Table 6 concerning Radio Usage, there is a significant difference between the
Traffic Level and the amount of Radio Usage with a probability (of error) beyond 0.05 (Alpha level),
meaning that the traffic level statistically affected the amount of radio usage.
Table 6: Example of analysis table coding
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE for RADIO USAGE (Type III sum of square)
1-Traffic level, 2-Percentage of datalink equipage, 3-Sector
Effect

SS

DF

Traffic Level

408.16*

1*

408.16*

21.450*

.000028*

% of Datalink equipage

2237.54*

2*

1118.77*

58.794*

.000000*

Sector

4230.38*

3*

1410.13*

74.105*

.000000*

Traffic Level* % of Datalink equipage

50.98

2

25.49

1.339

.271612

Traffic Level*Sector

43.84

3

14.61

.768

.517635

% of Datalink equipage*Sector

60.91

6

10.15

.534

.780037

Traffic Level* % of Datalink equipage *Sector

19.12

6

3.19

.167

.984245

Error

913.38

48

19.03
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4.6. ACHIEVED EXERCISE SCHEDULE
The following exercise schedule describes that finally followed during the experiment. Generally,
the planned schedule was followed except on a few occasions.
Week 1
Monday
21 January

Exercise 1

Exercise 2

Exercise 3

Tuesday
22 January

Wednesday
23 January

Thursday
24 January

Friday
25 January

T050 D00 V1

T100 D00 V7

T100 D25 V1

T100 D50 V5









T050 D00 V1

T100 D00 V1

T100 D25 V2

T100 D50 V4

Exercise not
completed









T050 D00 V1

T100 D00 V6

T100 D25 V3

T100 D50 V1

M110 D25 V2











Monday
28 January

Tuesday
29 January

Wednesday
30 January

Thursday
31 January

Friday
1 February

M125 D25 V3

M110 D25 V2

M125 D25 V3

M125 D00 V7

M110 D50 V5











M110 D50 V5

M110 D00 V6

M110 D00 V7

M125 D50 V4

M125 D25 V2











M125 D50 V4

Exercise not
completed

M125 D00 V6

Non-nominal
Delivery T10s
M125 D50 V1

Non-nominal
D/L Error 5%
M125 D50 V4







Arrival briefing

Week 2

Exercise 1

Exercise 2

Exercise 3



Exercise 4

M125 D50 V4
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Week 3

Exercise 1

Exercise 2

Exercise 3

Monday
4 February

Tuesday
5 February

Wednesday
6 February

Thursday
7 February

Friday
8 February

M110 D25 V3

Non-nominal
Expiry Time
120s to 60s
M125 D50 V5

M125 D50 V5
+ACM Monitor
+ Send Route

M125 D50 V4
+ACM Monitor
+ Send Route

M110 D00 V7











Exercise not
completed

M125 D50 V4
+PC Transfer
+ Send Route

M125 D50 V1
+PC Transfer
+Send Route

M110 D50 V5







M125 D50 V1
+PC Transfer
+ Send Route

M125 D50 V4
+ACM Monitor
+ Send Route

M125 D00 V6

Exercise not
completed





Departure
briefing



Key
Code

De-code

Briefing
Training
Measured Exercise Organisation A (Nominal)
Measured Exercise Organisation B (PC Transfer)
Measured Exercise Organisation C (DL Monitor)
Measured Exercise Organisation D (Non-nominal)
Not allocated


Controller Rotation Plan Number

M, T

Measured Exercise , Training Exercise (Character 1)

50,100, 110, 125

Traffic level (percentage of base traffic) (Characters 2-4)

00, 25, 50

Datalink percentage (Characters 5-6)

V,1- 6

Traffic sample variation (Characters 7-8)
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5. RESULTS – OBJECTIVE 1 – MIXED MODE OPERATIONS
Mixed-Mode Operations
Re-assess the operational impact of conducting voice and datalink communications in a
mixed-mode operation within a sector, and an ACC, at various levels of aircraft datalink
equipage.
5.1. MIXED-MODE OPERATIONS
5.1.1. Modes
During the LINK2000+ simulation different datalink configurations were applied, to address issues
of mixed aircraft and ground equipage. The traffic samples were constructed to evaluate aircraft
datalink equipage from zero percent (current environment), through 25% and finally 50% levels.
These three levels were used to identify issues related to the introduction of datalink over the initial
implementation period, particularly regarding the HMI differentiation of the different aircraft
capabilities and any potential changes to controller working method.
To evaluate issues related to different ground equipage, the simulated PA Feed was not equipped
with radar or datalink systems. This affected the controller interaction with this sector particularly
regarding the presentation of CPDLC authority, the datalink transfer of communications, and the
handling of 2000 SSR conspicuity codes.
Additionally the FIR boundary between the Italian FIR and the French FIR was defined as a
datalink centre boundary. This affected the controllers presentation and access to datalink
information for aircraft transiting this boundary.
5.2. MIXED-MODE RESULTS
The following section describes how the different roles and tasks of the Planning Controller and
Tactical Controller were assessed and implemented during the simulation.
5.2.1. The impact of availability of datalink on the use of the radio channel
The main purpose of datalink is to reduce the congestion of the R/T communication channel by
providing an additional means of communication between controllers and pilots. In the main
organisation of this experiment, Organisation A (Nominal), controllers had the possibility to
communicate with suitably equipped aircraft by means of a datalink channel. The pseudo-pilots
also had the possibility to downlink requests (Direct Route and Flight Level) via this datalink
channel. In this organisation datalink aircraft established first contact with a sector by voice and
were transferred to the next sector by datalink message. The following findings are based on
Organisation A (Nominal) results.
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5.2.2. Variation of radio channel occupancy as a function of datalink equipage
Does the availability and use of a datalink lead to a reduction of the occupancy of the R/T
channel? Yes.
Where aircraft are transferred by voice instruction and are required to initiate a first call on a new
sector frequency, radio occupancy is naturally correlated with the amount of traffic. Whatever the
level of traffic present, a significant reduction in radio channel occupancy was determined as a
function of datalink equipage (See Figure 7 and Table 7).
Was the reduction linked to the percentage of datalink equipage? Yes.
Results show that the greater the percentage of datalink-equipped aircraft in the traffic
sample, the greater the reduction of radio channel occupancy (Figure 6 and Table 7).
The reduction in radio occupancy from 0% to 50% datalink equipage is statistically significant
[F(2,48)=58.79; p=0.00000]. The largest gain in radio occupancy was obtained with the 50%
datalink equipage (largest datalink percentage simulated).

Figure 6: Radio usage (Effect of percentage of datalink equipage)
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Figure 7: Radio usage - Overview by sector and datalink percentage for different traffic levels
Table 7: Table of analysis of variance of radio usage
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE for RADIO USAGE (Type III sum of square)
1-Traffic level, 2-Percentage of datalink equipage, 3-Sector
Effect

SS

DF

Traffic Level

408.16*

1*

408.16*

21.450*

.000028*

% of Datalink equipage

2237.54*

2*

1118.77*

58.794*

.000000*

Sector

4230.38*

3*

1410.13*

74.105*

.000000*

50.98

2

25.49

1.339

.271612

Traffic Level* % of Datalink equipage

MS

F

P

Traffic Level*Sector

43.84

3

14.61

.768

.517635

% of Datalink equipage*Sector

60.91

6

10.15

.534

.780037

Traffic Level* % of Datalink equipage *Sector

19.12

6

3.19

.167

.984245

Error

913.38

48

19.03

The four measured sectors can be partitioned into two groups - the DD and EW sectors had a very
low radio occupancy, even at 0% datalink equipage and the EK and NW sectors had a very high
radio occupancy, even at 50% datalink equipage (see Figure 7). The high radio occupancy of the
EK and NW sectors was due to the particular sector configuration which increased the traffic
density and required more tactical intervention (see Complexity of the traffic environment,
Page 31).
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5.2.3. Radio occupancy as a function of organisation
Which organisation produced the greatest reduction of the radio occupancy?
The mean percentages of radio usage for four different organisations A, B, C and D, (for a 125%
traffic sample with 50% datalink equipage) were compared (see Figure 8).
There is an expected statistical significant difference [F(9,32)=3.40; p<0.005] found between
Organisation C (DL Monitor) where datalink aircraft were "MONITORING" the next frequency and
not calling on first contact and the other organisations (A, B and D). Between Organisation A
(Nominal) and Organisation C (DL Monitor), a further occupancy reduction is gained for all the
sectors [@50% for sectors DD and EW, @35% for sectors EK and NW].
In Organisation A (Nominal), datalink equipped aircraft were transferred by uplink message and not
by voice. Therefore it is assumed a comparison of Organisation A with a current fully voice
environment would already start to yield a reduction in radio occupancy.
It was also noted that Organisation C (DL Monitor) followed Organisation B (PC Transfer), where
the Planning Controller was required to manage the transfers of datalink aircraft. It was noted that
in Organisation C (DL Monitor), where this task was not specifically allocated to the Planning
Controller, many continued to operate in this way. The explanation was that the practice was
considered acceptable and beneficial and was adopted as a new working method.
Organisation C (DL Monitor) was determined to have provided the best reduction in radio
occupancy.

Figure 8: Radio usage – Comparison between organisations
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5.2.4. Workload
The following measurements are based on the "perception" of workload by the participating
controllers.
Two assessment methods were applied for collecting “Reported Workload”:
· The ISA method, in which the controller was prompted to notify his workload (on a scale
1-5), each two minute period during the measured exercises.
· The NASA-TLX method, which required a questionnaire to be filled after each exercise
was completed (see LINK2000+ Facility Specification Part 2 -Design of the Experiment
[2]).
In addition, following each exercise, the controllers were asked questions about the nature of
workload experienced (for details about the post-exercise questionnaire responses see LINK2000+
Facility Specification Part 2 -Design of the [2]). Of the twelve controllers, only one felt that the
presence of the ISA reporting system was disturbing and one controller felt that the ISA prompt
was not noticeable enough.
5.2.5. The relation between the ISA and NASA-TLX methods
What does each of these methods report in terms of workload?
The "Total ISA" and the NASA-TLX had a strong correlation [r(136)=0.79454, p<.0001]. However,
the nature of the reported workload was not perceived as the same. In this experiment, controllers
reported more the "demand" aspects of workload (mental, temporal demand, and physical) with the
ISA, while with NASA-TLX they reported more their frustration and own performance aspects.
Why?
During the course of an exercise, the controllers were confronted with "demanding" aspects such
as de-conflicting aircraft labels and need for additional system inputs (physical demand), high
levels of traffic (temporal demand) and high monitoring – de-conflicting - planning (mental
demand). At the end of an exercise, the NASA-TLX reports showed the controllers were
"frustrated" by these demands.
Table 8: ISA and NASA-TLX Significance
Tests of Significance for TOTAL ISA
Effect

DF

Mean Square

F

P

MENTAL

1*

832.32*

5.0547*

.026157*

PHYSICAL

1

429.22

2.6067

.108716

TEMPORAL

1*

873.81*

5.3067*

.022749*

PERFORMANCE

1

5.65

.0343

.853339

EFFORT

1

382.67

2.3240

.129698

FRUSTATION

1*

1094.50*

6.6469*

.010989*

137

164.66

Error
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Tests of Significance for NASA-TLX
Effect

DF

Mean Square

F

P

MENTAL

1*

8.10542*

1090919.*

0.000000*

PHYSICAL

1

15.85118*

2133431.*

0.000000*

TEMPORAL

1*

10.01423*

1347828.*

0.000000*

PERFORMANCE

1

61.94785*

8337641.*

0.000000*

EFFORT

1

13.63413*

1835035.*

0.000000*

FRUSTATION

1*

77.54760*

104372E2*

0.000000*

137

.00001

Error

Figure 9: Relationship between ISA/NASA-TLX and other rating scale factors

The preceding figure (Figure 9) shows the result of a factorial analysis. This kind of statistical
analysis helps to identify the correlation between variables, by highlighting the two main
independent effects, one represented on the X-axis, the other on the Y-axis.
There is a strong correlation between a 1st group of variables (Mental demand, Effort, Temporal
demand, and Physical demand) close to the X-axis. However, two variables (Own Performance
and Frustration) are less correlated with “Own Performance” being highly independent of all the
other variables. We note that ISA and NASA-TLX both are highly correlated with the first group of
variables and with each other. The table shows that NASA-TLX is slightly more correlated with
“Frustration” and “Own Performance” variables (Positive Y-co-ordinate) than the ISA findings.
What does this mean? Generally, amongst the NASA-TLX scales only "Own Performance" is
separated (controllers rarely reported bad "performance"), while the other scales are closer. Here,
"Frustration" shifted further away showing that this dimension played a particular role in this
experiment.
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5.2.6. Analysis of reported workload
The following results (Figure 10, Table 9, Figure 11, and Table 10) provide an overview of the
reported workload (by the Tactical Controllers and the Planning Controllers). The ISA results are
compared for the different traffic levels (110, 125), the different datalink (25% and 50%) and for the
different sectors (DD, EK, EW, and NW).
As workload was closely linked to the amount of simulated traffic, the 125% traffic level produced
higher workload than the 110% level for each sector, and at each percentage of datalink equipage.

Figure 10: ISA workload (Overview)
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Table 9: Table of ISA Analysis of variance for tactical controllers in organisation A (Nominal)
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE for ISA ANALYSIS (Type III sum of square)
1-Traffic level, 2-Percentage of datalink equipage, 3-Sector
Effect
Traffic Level
% of Datalink equipage

SS

DF

MS

F

P

1963.6*

1*

1963.6*

7.172*

.010109*

406.9

2

203.4

.743

.481070

21440.4*

3*

7146.8*

26.103*

.000000*

Traffic Level* % of Datalink equipage

258.7

2

129.3

.472

.626354

Traffic Level*Sector

355.8

3

118.6

.433

.730230

Sector

% of Datalink equipage*Sector

545.5

6

90.9

.332

.916730

Traffic Level* % of Datalink equipage *Sector

338.3

6

56.4

.206

.973284

13142.0

48

273.8

Error

Figure 11: ISA for planning controllers (overview)
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Table 10: Table of ISA Analysis of variance for planning controllers in organisation A (Nominal)
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE for ISA ANALYSIS – PLANNING CONTROLLERS – ORG. A (Type III sum of square)
1-Traffic level, 2-Percentage of datalink equipage, 3-Sector
Effect
Traffic Level

SS

DF

MS

F

P

1596.1*

1*

1596.1*

14.094*

.000470*

% of Datalink equipage

1092.5*

2*

546.3*

4.824*

.012335*

Sector

20885.8*

3*

6961.9*

61.474*

.000000*

57.6

2

28.8

.254

.776550

Traffic Level* % of Datalink equipage
Traffic Level*Sector

1446.6*

3*

482.2*

4.258*

.009568*

% of Datalink equipage*Sector

346.8

6

57.8

.510

.797471

Traffic Level* % of Datalink equipage *Sector

610.2

6

101.7

.898

.504147

Error

5436.0

48

113.2

5.2.7. Workload at sector level
The ISA workload on the EW sector was very low, compared to the DD, EK, and NW sectors that
reported very high workloads. There is a marked statistical difference [F(3,48=26.10), p<.0000]
between the three sectors DD, EK and NW and the EW sector for Tactical Control positions
(Figure 12).
Three groups of sectors could be distinguished for the Planning Controller Positions, EW sector
with very low workload, DD sector with an average workload EK, and NW with very high
workloads. Here there is also a statistical difference determined [F(3,48=61.474), p<.0000]
(Figure 13).

Figure 12: ISA for tactical controller positions (sector effect)
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Figure 13: ISA for planning controller positions (sector effect)

An inconsistency was highlighted with the DD sector figures. The level of tactical controller
workload reported by the DD sector was reported as high as the tactical controller workload for the
EK sector, with a DD sector hourly throughput of around 52-58 aircraft compared with 75-91
aircraft for the EK sector.
The ISA workload that was reported by the DD sector controllers, expressed more the frustration
with the system, than the complexity/amount of traffic experienced (See Figure 18 and Figure 19).
5.2.8. Workload as a function of percentage of datalink equipage
It was expected that workload would decrease (aligned with the reduction of R/T usage) as the
percentage of datalink equipage increased. In fact, in this experiment, this correlation was not
made.

Figure 14: ISA for tactical controller positions (datalink equipage effect)
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Figure 15: NASA-TLX for tactical controller positions (datalink equipage effect)

There is a statistical significance [F(2,48)=3.80; p<.02926] with NASA-TLX (but not with ISA) for
the Tactical Controller positions (Figure 14 and Figure 15). There is also a statistical significance
[F(2,48)=4.82; p<.0123] with ISA (not with NASA-TLX), for the percentage of datalink equipage for
Planning Controller positions in Organisation A (Nominal) (Figure 16).

Figure 16: ISA for planning controller positions (datalink equipage effect)
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Figure 17: NASA-TLX for planning controller positions (datalink equipage effect)

The trend indicates that the higher the percentage of datalink equipage, the higher the workload
reported. This trend is particularly evident between 0% equipage and 50% of datalink equipage.
Although, this is a slight increase, a decrease in reported workload was expected.
Why? As apparently, the datalink concept itself was not reported to be a major factor that
led to an increased workload.
Some factors in the experiment could have restricted the controllers from fully profiting from the
expected benefits due to the introduction of the air-ground datalink.
Responses from post-exercise questionnaires reveal that the main factors that led to high level of
reported workload were:
1.

The need to determine for each interaction, if the aircraft was datalink-equipped or nonequipped, and subsequently if datalink-equipped, whether the instruction should be sent
using datalink or not.

2.

The use of datalink in a complex traffic environment (the number of aircraft and the
configuration of the sector).

3.

The difficulty in maintaining a clear picture of the traffic (because of label congestion).
(Figure 18 and Figure 19).
Additionally,

4.

Controllers reported the extra HMI input required for issuing a ‘voice instruction’ to a
‘datalink-equipped aircraft’ added significantly to workload. This factor is discussed in more
depth in Section 8.2.2 Controller datalink interface results - ACL service.

Controllers reported the additional HMI input required for issuing a voice instruction to a datalinkequipped aircraft added significantly to workload. This factor is discussed in more depth in
Section 8.6.
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Figure 18: Difficulty maintaining a 'Clear Picture' by sector

Figure 19: HMI Problems (sector effect)

1.

Datalink determination

The controllers reported that different working methods were applied for datalink aircraft and nondatalink aircraft. The principle difference arose, because the issuing of datalink clearances
required more anticipation and time for delivery errors or responses to be detected, and if
necessary resolved (see 6.2.1 Observed working method during the measured exercises). This
meant that controllers had to positively identify the aircraft equipage and factor this into their
resolution strategy, before each aircraft interaction.
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Complexity of the traffic environment

EK Sector (Aix-en-Provence) and NW Sector (Rome) had configuration problems. In order to
represent the complete FIR boundary between the Aix-en-Provence and Rome ATC centres, EK
sector (Aix-en-Provence) and NW sector (Rome) were each built by combining smaller sectors into
single larger sectors.
The impact of these changes on the dynamics of the sectors was not foreseen. Firstly, the total
hourly throughput of aircraft for each sector reached unrealistic levels. In peak exercises, NW
sector handled 108 aircraft per hour and EK sector 85 per hour. Even in high-level en-route
airspace, these numbers would be considered unsustainable.
Secondly, the sector size and the range setting required, meant that label congestion and label
overlap seriously hindered the label management process.
Thirdly, each sector had two or more conflict focal points, with one at the northern extremity and
another at the southern extremity of each sector. Controllers found it difficult to concentrate their
attention on the individual conflict zones, hampered by the need to monitor the entire geographical
sector.
Finally, no system derived Medium Term Conflict Detection (MTCD) tool was provided for the
LINK2000+ simulation. This was done in order not to compromise the evaluation of the datalink
functionality. However, this meant that conflicts in these two high-density sectors were detected
later by the sector team, forcing more tactical resolutions to be implemented. The time factor for
resolution precluded the use of datalink in such a scenario and affected the evaluation of datalink
in these sectors.
In contrast, the DD Sector (Aix-en-Provence) and the EW sector (Rome) although large, had less
traffic, central conflict points and sector configurations that enabled and encouraged use of the
datalink facility.
As has been described by the “R/T Usage” and "Total ISA" analysis, the simulation was divided
into two distinct sector configurations. The DD and EW sectors corresponded to “standard sectors”
in terms of their configuration and controllers did not encounter any unusual difficulties in terms of
traffic complexity. However, the EK and NW sectors provided "abnormal" complexity and traffic
handling problems. This was exasperated by the fact that the datalink HMI was more burdensome
when tactical solutions were required and controllers were required to revert-to-voice (see 8.2.2
Controller datalink interface results - ACL service - Extra inputs required for R/T communication).
It is apparent from the results that the configuration of the DD and EW sectors was more suited for
datalink use. The tactical configuration of the EK and NW sectors meant that datalink (CPDLC)
functionality, combined with the need to make additional HMI inputs added to the controllers’
workload as datalink equipage increased.
3.

Difficulty in maintaining a clear picture of the traffic

Another factor was that throughout the experiment, at the EK and NW sectors, controllers felt
particularly frustrated by the presence of label congestion. This added more "mental and physical"
demand to their workload.
Additionally, although the Italian controllers were used to an electronic ”paper stripless” system, the
French controllers were used to flight information being presented on printed paper strips. The
established French working method was also based on the provision of paper strips and the
controllers found it difficult to adapt to the defined EATCHIP working method. They reported
frustration with the means to "input clearances" and with the "display of flight plan information".
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This was also reported by the French DD sector controllers, who although not burdened with high
traffic levels, nonetheless reported difficulty maintaining a clear picture of the conflict situation.
In this experiment, the more datalink-equipped aircraft in Organisation A, the higher the workload
reported by the controllers, on both Tactical Controller and Planning Controller positions.
Indications are that the factors stated, the determination of equipage (and working method), the
tactical traffic scenario (and time available for action), difficulty with maintaining a clear picture (due
to label congestion), and additional HMI inputs for issuing a voice instruction to a datalink equipped
aircraft (see 8.2.2 influenced this result).
The impact of these factors, combined with improvements to the input methods for datalink and
non-datalink tactical clearances should be further studied.
5.2.9. The variation of workload with organisation
Reported workload, as measured by the NASA-TLX method on the tactical controller positions,
decreased significantly between Organisation A (Nominal) and Organisation C (DL Monitor).
Organisations B and C both experimented with moving tasks from the Tactical Controller to the
Planning Controller. There is no statistical significance with "Total ISA" or NASA-TLX for the other
cases but the same trend is observed (Figure 20, Figure 21, Figure 22 and Figure 23). This has
been previously highlighted with the analysis of R/T usage.
Organisation C (DL Monitor) offered the best reduction in reported workload. The result
supports the transfer of ACM/Transfer tasks to the Planning Controllers and the suppression of an
R/T call on first contact for datalink-equipped aircraft (when replaced by a Monitoring message).

Figure 20: NASA-LTX for tactical controller positions (organisation effect)
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Figure 21: NASA-TLX for planning controller positions (organisation effect)

Figure 22: ISA for tactical controller positions (organisation effect)
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Figure 23: ISA for planning controller positions (organisation effect)

5.2.10. Sector traffic throughput
Global figures
The following tables give an overview of the sectors' throughput at the different traffic levels and for
different percentages of datalink equipage (See also Figure 25).
Table 11: Table of analysis of simulation traffic samples
Traffic Level 110 % (Average Figures)
Nominal 25 % datalink equipage

Nominal 50 % datalink equipage

Sector

Mean No.
Aircraft

Mean No.
DL aircraft

Percentage
DL aircraft

Mean No.
aircraft

Mean No.
DL aircraft

Percentage
DL aircraft

DD

51

17

32 %

51

36

70 %

EK

75

24

32 %

76

44

57 %

EW

52

23

44 %

52

36

69 %

NW

91

26

29 %

96

54

56 %

Traffic Level 125 % (Average Figures)
Nominal 25 % datalink equipage

34

Nominal 50 % datalink equipage

Sector

Mean No.
Aircraft

Mean No.
DL aircraft

Percentage
DL aircraft

Mean No.
aircraft

Mean No.
DL aircraft

Percentage
DL aircraft

DD

58

22

39%

57

40

70%

EK

91

29

31%

90

48

54%

EW

58

25

43%

58

42

72%

NW

106

30

28%

104

56

54%
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5.2.11. Variation in datalink percentage
The specified percentage of datalink aircraft was applied to each traffic sample, either 25% or 50%,
however the percentage experienced by each sector differed from the global figure.
To illustrate this, a traffic sample of six aircraft is shown for two sectors (1 & 2). The traffic sample
has exactly 50% datalink equipage. Aircraft A, B and E are Datalink equipped, whilst Aircraft C, D,
and F are not.
D

E

F

SECTOR

A
B
C

SECTOR

Figure 24: Datalink percentage diagram

In this example, Sector 1 maintains the 50% level of equipage specified, however Sector 2
encounters 60% equipage (despite the initial 50% level in the sample). This effect has caused the
variations in equipage experienced, which is consistent with a realistic distribution.

Figure 25: Sector throughput (overview)
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5.2.12. Effect on aircraft
Mean number of instructions given to datalink-equipped aircraft compared to nondatalink-equipped aircraft.
A statistical difference [F(1,20)=68.137, p=.0000] in the mean number of instructions (Direct, Level,
Heading, Speed) given to an aircraft according to is equipage (datalink or non-datalink) was
determined (Figure 26). Datalink equipped aircraft executed more instructions than non-equipped
aircraft (i.e. Datalink 2.19 – Non-equipped 1.76 average per exercise).
This slight anomaly is probably due to the fact that the pseudo-pilots were instructed to make a
certain number of downlink requests for datalink-equipped aircraft, in order to test and evaluate the
downlink request functionality. They were not specifically obliged to make requests for non-datalink
aircraft. Due to this, the controllers issued more orders to the datalink aircraft in response to these
requests (Figure 27). No accurate conclusion can therefore be drawn without further study.
It is also interesting to note that the mean number of instructions given to non-datalink aircraft was
also reducing with an increase in the percentage of datalink equipage. Controllers may have had a
preference for modifying datalink aircraft, perhaps due to the ease of operation or because of a
desire to experiment with the new datalink functionality.
Again, no firm conclusion can be drawn until further study is undertaken.
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Figure 26: Mean number of instructions given to an aircraft in organisation A (Nominal)

Figure 27: Mean number of aircraft instructions by equipage in organisation A (Nominal)
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5.2.13. Identification of the percentage of datalink-equipped aircraft experienced
The controllers were not aware of the percentage of datalink equipage in the traffic sample and
were asked to quantify this percentage on a scale, at the end of each exercise using a postexercise questionnaire. When no datalink aircraft were present, no evaluation was necessary.
Generally, the controllers were able to determine the correct level of equipage.
Table 12: Subjective assessment of datalink percentage in the traffic sample
Assessment of Datalink Percentage
25 % datalink equipage

DD

EK

EW

NW

All

0%

0

0

0

0

0

< 10 %

0

1

0

0

1

10-20 %

2

5

0

1

8

20-30 %

2

4

9

7

22

30-40 %

5

1

1

1

8

40-50 %

2

1

2

3

8

50-60 %

1

0

0

0

1

60-70 %

0

0

0

0

0

Total

12

12

12

12

48

50 % datalink equipage

DD

EK

EW

NW

All

0%

0

0

0

0

0

<10 %

0

0

0

0

0

10-20 %

0

0

0

0

0

20-30 %

1

4

0

2

7

30-40 %

0

1

3

7

11

40-50 %

5

2

2

2

11

50-60 %

4

4

1

1

10

60-70 %

2

1

3

0

6

70-80 %

0

0

1

0

1

>80 %

0

0

1

0

1

No reply

0

0

1

0

1

Total

12

12

12

12

48

Total

36

36

36

36

144

5.2.14. Use of datalink communications
The use of datalink communications was investigated only from the controller perspective. As the
pseudo-pilots had to manage several aircraft at the same time, their positions were not
representative of real aircraft cockpits and the tasks and workloads were not indicative of real pilot
conditions. Furthermore, the number of “STANDBY/UNABLE” or “NO REPLY” messages from the
pilots was scripted for each exercise, and their use did not always correspond to situations where
this response would have been issued in real life.
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5.2.15. Controller response time
The time taken for a controller to respond to a pilot downlinked request, was measured (10.1
Required Communication Performance). The average response time was 28 seconds. It is
apparent from the figures that down linked requests were not responded to with the same urgency
as requests given by voice. Where voice requests had to be handled immediately, the controllers
were able to schedule their action on downlinked requests with regard to other concurrent tasks
(e.g. conflict resolution).
Although the immediate service to the pilot would appear to be reduced, the overall benefit of
better controller task prioritisation also improves the overall efficiency of the service. The
prescribed working method suggested that datalink should not be used for time-critical instructions
and requests. Therefore pilot selection of datalink for a request would also indicate a lower priority
for the aircrew as an urgent request (e.g. level change due turbulence) would be made via voice.
The controllers appeared to respond to this indicator.
5.2.16. Use of voice
When necessary, controllers could use R/T communication with datalink-equipped aircraft. In this
event, any clearance information issued was still required to be entered into the system, but the
corresponding datalink message was not sent. This was achieved by requiring the controller to
first select the R/T button (in the pop-up menu) before entering the assigned value. When and how
often the R/T button was used gives an indication of the suitability of the use of datalink messages
in some circumstances (e.g. tactical time-critical instructions).
5.2.17. The number of times the R/T button (selection of voice over datalink) was used
The analysis has determined that there is a statistically significant difference [F(1,74)=15.62,
p<.0002] between the French and Italian controllers usage of the R/T button (for Tactical Controller
positions) (Figure 28).
The French controllers used the R/T button considerably more often than the Italian controllers.
Indeed, one French controller selected the R/T button 55 times during a single exercise. This
(exceptional) use of the R/T button was more than 2.5 times greater than the maximum use of the
R/T button by the Italian controllers on the busiest NW sector. However, even without this French
controller’s (exceptional) contribution, there was still a significant difference between the French
and Italian usage of the R/T button and may indicate that the use of datalink was less natural to the
French controllers.
The high use of the R/T button by the French controllers indicates a reversion to traditional
controlling methods (combined with a requirement for additional HMI inputs). The French
controllers reluctance to use CPDLC in some cases was based on several factors; the lack of
paper flight strips and unsuitability of their normal working method, the tactical configuration of the
sector, and lack of customisation within the HMI to suit their specific needs.
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It was mainly the Tactical Controller who used the R/T button but occasionally the Planning
Controller would use it, in order to help the tactical Controller update the system with clearances
during busy periods.

Figure 28: Controller R/T button usage for datalink aircraft by country

5.2.18. Types of orders
The percentage of datalink equipage did not globally change the nature of instructions given to the
pilots (Figure 29). At all datalink equipages, LEVEL orders were mostly issued, followed by
DIRECT, HEADING and SPEED instructions. The proportion of different types of instructions
remained the same whatever the level of datalink equipage.

Figure 29: Percentage distribution between orders in organisation A (Nominal)

The percentage distribution between the orders changes depending on the aircraft equipage while
remaining the same globally (Figure 30).
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The number of "DIRECT" instructions and "LEVEL" instructions issued remained the same for
datalink aircraft.
For datalink aircraft, more "DIRECT" instructions were issued (compared with non-datalink
aircraft), and less "LEVEL" instructions were issued. It is notable that LEVEL instructions have a
tendency to be time critical whilst DIRECT instructions are generally less so.

Figure 30: Percentage distribution between instructions by equipage in organisation A (Nominal)

Figure 31: Tactical Controller/Planning Controller datalink activities

The majority of the Uplink Messages were made by the Tactical Controller (consistent with the
working method) with the occasional assistance of the Planning Controller (Figure 31). Reponses
to downlink requests were made equally by the Tactical Controller and the Planning Controller
(Organisation A (Nominal), Level 125, Datalink % 50, [Based on messages that received a
WILCO]).
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5.2.19. Usage of UNABLE and STANDBY messages by the controllers
Planning Controller controllers often responded "UNABLE". This was reportedly to assist the
Tactical Controller, however no statistical significance was observed. Furthermore, this working
method emerged towards the end of the experiment. UNABLE messages were equally distributed
between the different downlink requests (DIRECT and LEVEL).
STANDBY was extremely rarely used (1 to 3 occasions maximum per exercise). Due to this
infrequency no statistical conclusions can be drawn.
5.2.20. Reaction to NO REPLY messages
The reaction time of controllers to a NO REPLY messages indicates that they did not react in a
different time than for any other datalink message. The time to press the R/T button was
approximately 24 seconds.
5.2.21. Who made the TRANSFER?
During Organisation B (PC Transfer), Planning Controllers were required to make TRANSFER
inputs for datalink aircraft instead of the Tactical Controller. The participating controllers strongly
implemented the new working method and with Organisation B, the Planning Controllers made
most of the TRANSFER inputs. Once tested in Organisation B, this practice was adopted and
remained for Organisation C (DL Monitor) so that this organisation also benefited from the new
working method (See Figure 32 and Figure 33).

Figure 32: Who made the TRANSFERT? (Global view)
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Figure 33: Who made the TRANSFER? (Detailed view)

5.2.22. Impact of air-ground datalink on controller situational awareness
The Situational Awareness evaluation during the LINK2000+ experiment was based on controller
subjective comments and not from the application of a specific measurement technique. The
statements are based on comments made during the managed debriefing sessions and the
discussions/brainstorming sessions held with the participating controllers.
5.2.23. Introduction to situational awareness and how it works?
It is not the purpose of this section to formulate a new model of air traffic controller situational
awareness. The purpose is to summarise the rationale behind the situational awareness
observations, and better explain the impact datalink had on the controllers’ situational awareness.
Assume there are three levels of situational awareness [Endsley] [9].
· Level 1 is the perception of the elements in the environment.
· Level 2 is the comprehension of the current situation.
· Level 3 is the projection of future status.
Many individual factors are involved in the process of building situational awareness. These are
summarised in Figure 34.
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•System Capability
•Interface Design
•Stress & W orkload
•Complexity
•Automation

Task/System Factors

Feedback

SITUATIONAL AWARENESS
State of the
Environment

Perception
of Elements
In Current
Situation
Level 1

Comprehension
of Current
Situation
Level 2

Projection
of Future
Status

Decision

Performance
of
Actions

Level 3

Individual Factors
•Goals & Objectives
•Preconceptions
(Expectations)

Information Processing
Mechanism

Long-term
Memory Stores

•Abilities
•Experience
•Training

A utomaticity

Figure 34: Model of situational awareness in dynamic decision making [Endlsey].

5.2.24. The levels of situational awareness that were affected during the LINK2000+
Situational Awareness Level 1- Perception of the elements in the environment.
For the LINK2000+ controllers this was mainly affected by the label congestion experienced in the
busier sectors (EK, NW). The zoom feature was not able to alleviate this problem as these sectors
had conflict zones at the northern and southern extremities. The problem of label congestion
existed for these sectors throughout the simulation, and affected the use and appreciation of
datalink. As the Aix-en-Provence controllers were restricted to controlling on only one of the two
Aix-en-Provence sectors, these controllers did not observe the use of datalink in any other
environment.
The Aix-en-Provence controllers were also affected by the fact that the EATCHIP HMI, including
the absence of paper strips, was not aligned with their current working method. During the
simulation, these controllers did not establish a new effective working method using on-screen
presented aircraft information (e.g. SIL windows) in place of paper flight strips. They rarely used
the "filtering-highlighting function" to identify problems normally detected by reference to the strip
information.
Situational Awareness Level 2 - Comprehension of the current situation
This could have been affected by the absence of voice cues associated with the communication.
The controllers reported that the “intonation” used by a pilot or a controller could give clues as to
the context. As this information was lacking in text based datalink requests, the context of the
request could not be determined, and this could lead to misunderstanding of the current situation.
One controller commented that "with the datalink, we have the request only, without the reason for
the request” and that this affected his understanding of the “situation”.
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Situational Awareness Level 3 - Projection of the future status
For the controllers, this was affected by the fact that datalink response times were longer,
compared response times using voice. They spent more time on datalink equipped aircraft, waiting
for the implementation of the instruction given.
One controller commented that "with the radio WILCO reception is a passive process. The silent
WILCO introduced by the datalink requires more active processing; you have to look for it on the
screen".
Secondly, the controllers’ ability to absorb information and predict future status was not affected,
however the rate at being able to integrate the data was slowed, while waiting for a response. It
was not observed that controllers changed (significantly) from a sequential task method to a multitasking method. This may require a longer period of use and increased confidence in the system,
however this could potentially offset the need for the controllers to wait for a response before
carrying out other actions.
Short-term memory
Controllers reported that short-term memory was affected by the absence of voice feedback
concerning datalink-equipped aircraft responses. As an option to counterbalance this affect, the
controllers proposed the creation of a “Datalink Message History Window” for inbound and
outbound messages. The suggested a history period of 5 minutes indicating that this would assist
with short-term memory and also with shared awareness of a colleague’s actions (team situational
awareness).
This could also assist if the attention of one of the team members was diverted from the screen,
when datalink communications were taking place. One controller commented that "If the traffic is
heavy, maybe the Planning Controller could lose [track of] some of the clearances given by the
Tactical Controller". The opposite is also possible as with datalink the Planning Controller now has
also the possibility to issue instructions independently.
5.2.25. Other aspects of situational awareness
Situational awareness of an air traffic controller does not rely entirely on his/her single interaction
with the system/interface. Their knowledge of the situational awareness level of their colleague
(team situational awareness), and also their knowledge of the pilots’ situational awareness can
also largely affect their own situational awareness. This is called shared or “Mutual Situational
Awareness”. The introduction of datalink communication may have an impact on this Mutual
Situational Awareness (Figure 35).
Aircrew

Mutual
Situational
ATCO
TC

Awareness

ATCO
PC

Figure 35: Mutual Situational Awareness (Illustration)
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Controllers’ situational awareness of pilot implementation of orders
One of the controllers’ prime concerns was:
“Did the pilot receive my instruction and is he going to implement it?”
This question addressed the controllers’ situational awareness of pilot actions. While waiting for
feedback on a datalink instruction (e.g. DL ERROR, WILCO, NO REPLY) the controllers situational
awareness was temporarily degraded.
The controllers reported that they attached the same “value” to downlinked requests as they did to
requests made by voice. If they could approve the request, they would. The mean response time
to requests made via the datalink was, however, considerably longer than that observed for voice
(see 10.2.1 Controller responds to a pilot request). Apparently, the controllers attached a lower
urgency to these requests (than other current controlling tasks) however it is possible that there
was additional delay in detecting the request (in the HMI). This issue requires further investigation.
Planning Controller – Tactical Controller Awareness
It was noted that when the Tactical Controller issued an instruction, the Planning Controller could
be unaware, unless attention was focussed on the PVD. This contrasted with the voice
environment where awareness could be gathered by listening (even in the background) to the R/T
communication. The reverse case is true, as the Planning Controller can act without the
awareness of the Tactical Controller.
Some controllers requested to have an indication of the Selected Altitude for each aircraft
increasing his awareness of pilot actions. This concept already exists and is expected to be
provided by Mode S, but the functionality was not included in the LINK2000+ simulation.
Pilot Situational Awareness
It was not an objective of this simulation to measure the impact on the situational awareness of
aircrew. Nevertheless, as it seems that a controller’s situational awareness could be dependent on
knowing the status of a pilot’s situational awareness this would be a valid area for further research.
A simultaneous measure of situational awareness where controllers and real pilots (full cockpit
simulation) are present could provide useful insight into the significance of shared situational
awareness between controllers and pilots.
5.2.26. Training and familiarity
It is possible that controllers could develop new methods for determining and maintaining
situational awareness. With only one week of system training and two weeks of consistent use,
the controllers’ lack of familiarity with the working methods and new task distribution may have
hampered their appreciation of the control environment.
5.2.27. Controller acceptability of datalink
This section is based on comments collected by means of questionnaires (post-exercise
questionnaire and post-simulation questionnaire) and the notes taken during debriefing sessions.
For the purpose of this section, the responses "Strongly agree", and "Agree", are grouped as
"Agree". Similarly, the responses "Strongly disagree", and "Disagree", are grouped as "Disagree".
There were twelve controllers in total, six from Aix-en-Provence and six from Rome.
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5.2.28. Statements that all controllers agreed
1.

The air-ground datalink concept is easy to understand;

2.

The air-ground datalink procedures were easy to work with;

3.

Using the air-ground datalink reduces the number of routine communication tasks;

4.

It is easy to distinguished between datalink-equipped and non-datalink-equipped
aircraft in a mixed traffic environnment;

5.

It was easy to identify those aircraft that where only monitoring the frequency (and
not calling in on first contact).

5.2.29. Statements that most controllers agreed
The following paragraph summarises all the statements that most (between 8 and 11) of the
controllers agreed. The remaining (1 to 4) controllers either disagreed with the statement or were
undecided.
Most of the controllers agreed that:
1.

It was not difficult to decide when to use the datalink and when to use the voice to
communicate [11 agreed and 1 was undecided].

2.

It was easy to learn to work with the air-ground datalink (regardless of any problems
due to the HMI) [10 agreed and 2 disagreed].

3.

The Tactical Controller’s monitoring task workload was not increased when the
Planning Controller was responsible for transferring datalink-equipped aircraft
[9 agreed, 2 disagreed and 1 was undecided].

4.

Even with the silent WILCO, the picture of the traffic was always easy to maintain
(when the Tactical Controller had the sole responsibility for the issuance of clearances)
[9 agreed and 3 disagreed].

5.

The air-ground datalink did not enable them to better predict aircraft movements and
pilot compliance [8 agreed, 1 disagreed and 3 were undecided].

6.

The air-ground datalink working methods were easy to work with (regardless of any
problems due to the HMI) [8 agreed, 2 disagreed and 2 were undecided].

7.

They did not feel more tense than usual when handling air-ground datalink-equipped
traffic [8 agreed, 2 disagreed and 2 were undecided].

8.

Handling a traffic sample in which 25% of the aircraft were datalink equipped was not
confusing [8 agreed, 2 disagreed and 2 were undecided].

9.

They had a good picture of the traffic in their sector when using the air-ground datalink
[8 agreed, 2 disagreed, and 2 were undecided].

10.

The air-ground datalink enabled tasks to be re-distributed between the TC and the PC
[8 agreed, 3 disagreed and 1 was undecided].

11.

The availability of CAPs were generally useful [11 agreed and 1 was undecided].
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5.2.30. Statements on which the controllers were divided
The following paragraph summarises statements that the controllers had mixed opinions about
(either agreeing or disagreeing with the statement in approximately equal numbers or being
undecided about it).
The controllers were divided about:

48

1.

Handling a traffic sample in which 50% of the aircraft were datalink equipped was not
confusing [7 agreed and 5 were undecided].

2.

The air-ground datalink will fundamentally change the way that controllers work
[7 agreed, 2 disagreed and 3 were undecided].

3.

The air-ground datalink made them miss some information related to voice
communications [7 agreed, 2 disagreed and 3 were undecided].

4.

The air-ground datalink did not make their job more boring [6 agreed, 1 disagreed and
5 were undecided].

5.

With the silent WILCO, the picture of the traffic was not always easy to maintain (when
both the TC and the PC had the responsibility for the issuance of clearances)
[6 agreed, 2 disagreed, 3 were undecided and 1 did not reply].

6.

The air-ground datalink made the ATM system safer [6 agreed, 3 disagreed and 3 were
undecided].

7.

The asynchronous communication was not confusing to deal with [6 agreed,
4 disagreed and 2 did not reply].

8.

The air-ground datalink did not enable them to execute their tasks more precisely)
[6 agreed, 5 disagreed and 1 was undecided].

9.

The air-ground datalink did not enable them to provide the airspace users with a better
level of service (to be more compliant with pilot preferences) [5 agreed, 3 disagreed
and 4 were undecided].

10.

The absence of the human voice in the datalink environment decreases the level of
safety [5 agreed, 4 disagreed and 3 were undecided].

11.

Controlling a mixed traffic sample is more demanding than controlling a traffic sample
where none of the aircraft are datalink equipped [5 agreed, 5 disagreed and 2 were
undecided].

12.

Even with the silent WILCO, the picture of the traffic was always easy to maintain
(when Planning Controller) [5 agreed, 5 disagreed and 2 were undecided].

13.

The air-ground datalink enabled them to handle more traffic [4 agreed, 1 disagreed and
7 were undecided].
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5.2.31. Other controller comments
This section is based on the controllers written comments following each question.
5.2.32. Datalink use – comments from questionnaires, debriefing sessions and interviews
“Controllers do not reject the use of datalink messages”.
“It obviously reduces radio usage but could induce more monitoring tasks. It could be used for first
contact or transfer”.
“Datalink requests should be used only for non-critical situations, that means not for situations
where time critical instructions have to be given”.
“Datalink could be useful for En-route sectors and sometimes for TMA (because actions in the
TMA require more immediate feedback, compared with advance planning in En-route sectors)”.
“The usage or not of datalink depending on the situation will requires a lot of training, especially to
identify if the situation is non-time critical (this will address young controllers training)”.
“Having to manage two types of traffic (datalink equipage / non-datalink equipage) introduces two
different working methods and has been perceived as "more demanding”.
“With Datalink aircraft there is more time for the non-datalink aircraft”.
“The [ACL] clearance is different but as for routine tasks the Planning Controller can do it".
“With practice, it should not be a problem if you never talk to an aircraft the whole time it is in your
sector”.

Figure 36: EW Sector Suite (Italy) (Photograph)
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5.2.33. General comments
· Planning Controllers had a difficulty in following instructions given to datalink-equipped
aircraft.
· Controllers worried about pilot acceptability of introduction of datalink (and the legal
impact of CAP indications).
· Controllers felt no problem at all with the exercises where datalink equipped aircraft were
"monitoring" rather than calling (on first contact).
· Controllers could be more stressed by the long time to wait for a response to a datalink
request.
· French controllers were concerned about the change in roles from Tactical / Planning
Controller to Tactical / Tactical controller on the sector suite.
5.3. SUMMARY OF RESULTS – MIXED–MODE OPERATIONS
The operational evaluation of datalink in the various scenarios of mixed air (and ground) equipage
effectively demonstrated that the provision of datalink lead to a significant reduction in voice
channel occupancy. The greater the percentage of datalink equipped aircraft the greater the
reduction. The best reduction was observed when communication tasks were either transferred
from the Tactical Controller to the Planning Controller or suppressed altogether and replaced by
automatic datalink message. Organisation C (DL Monitor) where datalink aircraft were not
required to check on frequency when changing sector demonstrated the lowest voice channel
occupancy. It is also worth noting that in this organisation, the planning controllers continued to
transfer the majority of datalink aircraft and issued frequency change instructions via datalink,
having adopted the method in Organisation B (PC Transfer) trials.
However, controller perceived workload in Organisation A (Nominal) did not fall as the datalink
percentage increased. This was identified to be due to several important factors:
· The different working methods between using CPDLC with datalink-equipped aircraft and
voice with non-equipped aircraft.
· The tactical sector design, particularly concerning the EK and NW sectors with label
congestion also proving a problem in these sectors.
· The additional HMI inputs required when issuing a voice instruction to a datalink equipped
aircraft.
Controller response times for downlinked requests from datalink-equipped aircraft were observed
to be longer than that for voice requests from non-equipped aircraft. The controller was able to
schedule dealing with non-urgent requests to a time when sector workload permitted. The use
datalink by the pilot indicated the non-urgent nature of the request. The controllers found this
prioritisation beneficial.
Situational Awareness and team co-operation did change with the use of datalink and in particular
CPDLC. Planning controllers reported that in a datalink environment they needed to be active
rather than passive, scanning the screen for information, in order to maintain their understanding of
the situation. The Tactical Controller also had to be aware of interventions made by the Planning
Controller.
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Finally, controller comments showed conclusively that the datalink concept was easy to
understand, the datalink procedures were easy to work with, and that using air-ground datalink
reduced the number of routine communication tasks.

Figure 37: Screen Capture NW Sector (Italy)

Note: In this screen capture of the NW sector, those aircraft labels with framed callsigns indicate
the aircraft are datalink-equipped and those without frames indicate the aircraft are non-equipped.
At top of the screen, two entering aircraft can be seen displaying ‘Monitoring’ messages. At the
centre of the screen, CFG662 has been sent a datalink direct to ERPIN (which is framed in black)
and a pilot response is awaited. A ground-ground co-ordination (direct ABRON) has been received
for LTU7792 (highlight field white). At the bottom of the sceen, a TRANSFER reminder is shown
for VLE0504 descending to the LI (Lower) sector.
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6. RESULTS - OBJECTIVES 2 & 3 - GOOD PRACTICE AND WORKING METHOD
Good Practice
In accordance with observations made during the simulation, determine recommended
good practice when considering the use of datalink over voice communication and vice
versa.
Controller Working Method
Identify potential changes to current controller working methods, tasks, and roles brought
about by the use of datalink.
6.1. GOOD PRACTICE AND CONTROLLER WORKING METHOD
The controller tasks applied during the datalink scenarios are described in the following table. The
controllers were free to modify the defined task allocation, with deviations noted.
Table 13: Tactical and Planning Controller tasks
Task

Tactical Controller

Planning Controller

Datalink-equipped
aircraft

Non Datalinkequipped aircraft

Datalink-equipped
aircraft

Non datalinkequipped aircraft

· For some
aircraft (at team
discretion).

· For some
aircraft (at team
discretion).

· For Advanced
Information /
Entering aircraft.
· for Assumed
aircraft.

· For Advanced
Information /
Entering
aircraft.
· for Assumed
aircraft.

· For Assumed
aircraft.

· For Assumed
aircraft.

Conflict
Resolution

· For Advanced
Information /
Entering aircraft.
· +/- on some
Assumed aircraft
(on team
agreement).

· For Advanced
Information /
Entering aircraft.
· +/- on some
Assumed
aircraft (on team
agreement).

Problem (Risk
of Conflict)
Resolution

· for some problems
(on team
agreement).

· for some
problems (on
team agreement).

Co-ordination
(Electronic)

· All.

· All.

· None.
· +/ - the system
update input for
some aircraft (on
TC request).

· None.
· +/ - the system
update input for
some aircraft (on
TC request).

· All.

· All.

· None.

· None.
· +/ - the system
update input for
some aircraft (on
team agreement).

Assume of
Control

Transfer of
Control

Clearance
Issue
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· Or for some aircraft
(on team
agreement).
· All (for
Organisation B
exercises ).

· None (for
Organisation
B exercises).
· All.

· All.

· None.
· Or for some aircraft
(on team
agreement).

· None.
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6.2. GOOD PRACTICE AND CONTROLLER WORKING METHOD RESULTS
6.2.1. Observed working method during the measured exercises
Concerning the recommended working method and good practice for using datalink:
LINK2000+ participants were reminded:
· To use datalink for non-time critical controller instructions, while voice was to be retained
for urgent instructions.
· To revert-to-voice when receiving a [D/L ERROR] or [NO REPLY] message warning.
· That the default selection in the system update menu was datalink, with extra R/T input
required to select voice transmission.
The simulation results show that the datalink aircraft were not treated differently in the sense that
the Tactical Controller did not give specific priority to datalink equipped or non-equipped aircraft.
The sole difference was that datalink instructions required more anticipation and were used when
time permitted.
The controllers reported that if the execution of the instruction was required within two minutes,
then voice was selected as the preferred clearance delivery method. Secondly, that downlinked
requests were treated when time permitted.
Non time-critical actions could become time-critical. For example, a Tactical Controller was
observed to uplink a descent to an aircraft. The pilot replied with a STANDBY message and the
controller had to revert-to-voice, because the descent had become time-critical. This implied that
system update in case of a need to revert-to-voice should be quicker than designed. This could be
even more necessary in highly tactical sectors where instructions may have a tendency to become
time-critical. A new design for the system update menu is proposed (see 8.2.2 Controller datalink
interface results - ACL service).
Concerning the working method aligned with the potential new task sharing roles of the
sector team:
Even though the participants were recommended to use datalink for the non-time critical
instructions, in the initial phase they used datalink in the same manner as the voice channel,
expecting an immediate response. During this initial period, only the Tactical Controller used the
CPDLC facility and as the response-time exceeded their normal expectations, they often reverted
to voice. Later, with experience of the average pilot response time, they used datalink for non
time-critical instructions.
Organisation B (PC Transfer) was dedicated to evaluating the allocation of transfer of datalink
aircraft to the Planning Controller. However, some controllers experimented with this working
method in advance of Organisation B. When the traffic increased, the Planning Controller/Tactical
Controller task sharing evolved to better balance the sector workload by moving this and other
tasks to the Planning Controller.
The controllers took less than three simulation weeks to incorporate datalink into a new
beneficial working method.
However, some issues remain to be investigated regarding the impact on safety, situational
awareness, and teamwork, within the framework of this new Planning Controller/Tactical Controller
task-sharing environment.
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Benefits were expected for the Tactical Controller in terms of workload reduction and increased
safety. In the following section, first the observed benefits for the Tactical Controller are reported
and then the potential benefits and limitations of the potential new Planning Controller/Tactical
Controller task sharing are discussed.
6.2.2. Controller tasks
With the introduction of datalink, there was an opportunity to modify some controlling
tasks.
The impact of using datalink was investigated regarding:
A. Controller instruction delivery and response.
B. Monitoring of the aircraft conformance with the active clearance.
C. Prioritisation of controller instructions.
D. Prioritisation of pilot requests.
E. Conflict resolution.
F. Radio transfer using datalink and downlink of “monitor” on first contact.
G. Situational Awareness and Working Method.
H. Tactical Controller assistance provided by the Planning Controller.
A. Controller instruction delivery and response
After their early experience, some of the controllers were reluctant to use datalink for time-critical
messages, because it required them to wait for a response. The controller needed to be focused
on the aircraft label to observe the reply. One of the participants explained that with an instruction
delivered by voice.
“Even if the aircraft does not execute [the action] immediately, the clearance has been issued
quickly; with R/T you give an instruction and you can move on.”
In order to address the longer response time, some participants commented that they would have
liked a “Visible Lack” and not only an error message when the Lack was missing. However by the
end of the simulation the controllers reported (9 of 12, with 2 against and 1 no answer) that they
had no requirement for LACK display. The LACK apparently did not provide them with the “cue”
for further action that was needed. Display of the LACK may have been more important when the
controllers were using datalink for time-critical messages. Once the messages were not time
critical the need diminished.
Datalink may reduce workload attached to instruction delivery because ambiguity is reduced. The
mental demand may be reduced. A controller commented that the physical demand is not
necessarily reduced as system input could be still more physically demanding than the physical
demand of issuing a voice instruction, including action on the push to talk (PTT) button (or pedal).
The controllers felt that having to search for datalink responses took time and additional effort. In
terms of workload management and planning, the most important issue was to obtain confirmation
of the execution of the instruction in order to update the controller’s predicted scenario.
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It was then another task to monitor pilot conformance with the instruction. It was however noted
that with voice, if the pilot read back was not immediate the need to obtain confirmation from the
pilot added extra demand, particularly if the frequency was busy. Initially, some controllers asked
for faster feed back on the status of an uplink, even if this meant receiving more DL ERROR
messages. Research to avoid controller visual saturation is recommended.
In the initial phase, if the controllers (who were unfamiliar with the datalink response time) had sent
a datalink message, then reverted to voice for the same instruction, the pilot then would ignore the
(earlier) datalink message. This provoked a NO REPLY to be displayed on the controller screen
and added extra work for the controllers to remove the warning. This occurred less when the
controllers were familiar with the datalink response time required.
Some controllers also stated during debriefing that the usefulness of datalink instructions would be
improved by the provision of combined (concatenated) orders. For example, this would enable
them to combine a route instruction with a level instruction.
Throughout the simulation, an effective working method was still evolving. For some participants a
strong working method needs to be defined. For some others, however, the task sharing must be
flexible.
One controller commented;
“If the working method is too rigid, it can be difficult to apply in busy periods. The Planning
Controller can update more and more things, as the traffic becomes greater and greater.”

Figure 38: Tactical Controller/Planning Controller activities

The Tactical Controller sent the majority of the uplink messages with the occasional assistance of
the Planning Controller (Figure 31), however; responses to downlink requests were made equally
by the Tactical Controller and the Planning Controller.
As Tactical Controller, some participants preferred to deal with the Pilot downlink request in order
to update their situational awareness. Generally, when the Planning Controller responded to pilot
downlink requests, they first informed the Tactical Controller.
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Sometimes, only the Planning Controller managed the co-ordination, however, in a few teams the
Planning Controller was fully responsible for problem resolution from co-ordination (i.e. XFL input)
through to the datalink clearance (i.e. CFL input).
The following figures (Figure 39 and Figure 40) show that SPEED and HEADING orders were
rarely issued by either the Planning Controller or the Tactical Controller. However, LEVEL and
DIRECT instructions were often issued, with the Planning Controllers issuing an average of 20
LEVEL instructions and 30 DIRECT instructions per exercise.

Figure 39: Mean number of Tactical Controller instructions issued by group

Figure 40: Mean number of Planning Controller instructions issued by group

In some teams, the Tactical Controller sent all datalink LEVEL clearances, but allowed the
Planning Controller to deal with DIRECT instructions, because usually a co-ordination was
triggered with the next sector. This co-ordination task was nominally allocated to the Planning
Controller.
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In the LINK2000+ simulation, uplink of a clearance occurred automatically following the conclusion
of a co-ordination with an adjacent sector. This was because separate fields were not provided in
the label for ground-ground co-ordination and aircraft uplink. (For example with LEVEL orders the
controller co-ordinated on the XFL field but uplinked the instruction using the CFL field). As the
same field was used, the processes were coupled, however controllers identified serious problems
with the procedure as implemented and required these two processes to be separated. The time
taken during the co-ordination process could affect the validity of the clearance and the optimal
delivery time.
Some Planning Controllers took the initiative to solve problems by sending a datalink DIRECT
instruction when there was no impact for the Tactical Controller.
It was observed that responsibility for problem resolution was not always clear. This may have
been due to the new potential for the Planning Controller to manage problem resolution directly.
The Planning Controller/Tactical Controller task sharing should be well defined within the sector
team, including possible operational variation during busy periods. The controllers reported that
any change should occur only after clear delegation of tasks within the team.
In addition to clear task delegation, the controllers suggested a common resolution strategy should
be understood. Different controllers may resolve a conflict in different ways.
A most interesting comment on controller task sharing came from the EK controllers, who were at
the beginning the most reluctant to accept the stripless environment. They missed strip
information used for anticipating the traffic situation, and subsequently were reluctant to use the
datalink in this more reactive environment. However, in one of the last exercises, they
commented:
“We were overloaded because there was so much to do at the same time, but we were
working like a super team”.
In fact, during the period of high traffic load the Planning Controller was solving problems by
issuing datalink messages to assist the Tactical Controller. This confirmed the potential benefit of
datalink in a new Planning Controller/Tactical Controller task-sharing environment.

Figure 41: Controller activities in French (DD & EK) and Italian (EW & NW) sectors
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Datalink task allocation varied according to the sector team. In DD sector the Tactical Controller
retained almost exclusive responsibility for sending datalink messages. In EK sector, although the
Planning Controller issued a significant number of messages, the Tactical Controller sent very few
datalink messages, particularly in comparison with other Tactical Controllers. In EW and NW
sectors the task sharing was more balanced with the Planning Controllers sending approximately
25% of the messages.
B. Monitoring of the aircraft conformance with the clearance
The monitoring of aircraft conformance with a clearance is expected to be similar for both datalink
and non-equipped aircraft, as in both cases the controller must be focussed on the screen.
Controllers reported that datalink requires a more active scanning process. Further investigation is
required to answer the following questions:
· Are specific scanning methods required for datalink equipped aircraft?
· If yes, are these scanning methods more demanding?
· If yes, are they compatible with the scanning methods required for non-equipped aircraft?
C. Prioritisation of a controller instruction
During the simulation, the controllers had a tendency to continue to use a sequential delivery
method, dealing first with one aircraft and then the next. Scheduling of instructions could be
improved by using datalink. This would enable the controllers to issue instructions to several
aircraft at the same time (e.g. having several open dialogues with different aircraft), rather than
waiting for the first to respond.
Controllers did discuss the loss of priority ‘intonation’ when using datalink instructions. However,
datalink instructions were not meant to be time-critical. In fact, datalink should have enabled a
better management of urgency. If datalink was used only for non time-critical instructions, and
time-critical instructions were only issued by voice, urgency should be even better emphasised. In
this case datalink could help the pilot to better prioritise the controller orders and could help the
controller to better prioritise downlink requests.
D. Prioritisation of pilot requests
With the electronic ground/ground co-ordination (SYSCO) provided, controllers were not
interrupted by a telephone request, but dealt with those presented on the screen, in their own time.
Downlinking pilot requests also brought this flexibility, by allowing the controller to schedule a
response at the most appropriate time. The pilot’s request could be assumed to be non-urgent,
otherwise a voice request would have been made. Likewise, if the urgency changed for the pilot,
the voice channel was available to upgrade the priority.
E. Conflict resolution
As already stated, the controllers reported that the use of datalink for conflict resolution was only
suitable provided controllers had confirmation that the conflict would be solved in sufficient time.
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F. Radio transfer using datalink and downlink of “monitor” on first contact
The transfer by datalink of an aircraft to the next sector frequency (combined with the
Ground/Ground transfer input) was considered beneficial for several reasons.
· The Tactical Controller was not required to issue a voice instruction.
· The task could be delegated (under certain conditions) to the Planning Controller and
seemed to work well in the context of the experiment.
· No misunderstanding of the frequency could occur by the pilot, and the Tactical Controller
was not required to repeat the frequency (now more common with 6-digit frequencies).
Two scenarios were evaluated: In the first scenario datalink equipped aircraft continued to report
on first contact, despite the downlink of a monitoring message (displayed in Line 0 of the track
label) to the controller. In the second scenario, datalink aircraft did not report on the frequency with
the monitoring message fulfilling this function.
The downlink of a “MONITORING” message when a datalink equipped aircraft was listening on the
sector frequency had other benefits.
· The controllers could be aware that a datalink aircraft was monitoring the frequency (even
before a voice call, if this was made).
· The Ground/Ground Assume of Control was linked to a single click on the monitoring text,
which also removed the text. This was one less input than for non-equipped aircraft and
the MONITORING text was easier to access than the NS field.
Controller feedback on the ACM Service
Several significant comments by the controllers were positive regarding the benefits of the ACM
service as implemented.
“With Datalink aircraft there is more time for the non-datalink aircraft”
“With practice, it should not be a problem if you never talk to an aircraft the whole time it is
in your sector”
“The [ACL] clearance is different but as for routine tasks the Planning Controller can do it”
Some controllers identified limitations to the function as implemented, in that they were unable to
issue a clearance (e.g. continue climb) at the same time as assuming the aircraft. Some
controllers suggested that in TRANSFER-IN state any input (such as new CFL) should assume the
aircraft.
“When assuming [an aircraft], I check if the aircraft is approaching its CFL, so that even if it
is a datalink equipped aircraft, I can voice another CFL in order to avoid the aircraft levelling
off.”
It is notable that the controllers were not restricted from contacting a datalink aircraft by voice on
Assume of Control, in order to issue immediate instructions.
As for non-equipped aircraft, controllers were instructed to wait for either voice contact or the
monitoring message before assuming control. The monitoring message was not displayed in the
Assumed Label. Therefore, if the Assume of Control was carried out (through the NS menu)
before the monitoring message was received it was never displayed and the controller could not be
sure the aircraft was actually on the frequency. Monitoring could be displayed in the Assumed
label, however a delay in receiving the monitoring message should not block the Assume of
Control input.
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The safety issue of not actively testing whether the voice channel is fully operational, before the
need to issue a time-critical instruction remains to be investigated.
With the addition of a second communication channel (datalink), there was an opportunity to
modify the responsibility for different tasks and to review the Tactical Controller/Planning Controller
task sharing. The Planning Controller could now interact directly with the aircraft. Results show
that a new flexible task sharing is possible and can be beneficial, but some issues remain in terms
of teamwork and mutual situational awareness.
Some participants were reluctant to allow the Planning Controller to transfer the datalink aircraft.
Initially, some controllers preferred to keep the Tactical Controller as responsible for transferring all
aircraft by voice, because this was their current working method and they could issue exit condition
clearances with the transfer.
The HMI functionality removed the CPDLC frame from the callsign, when a datalink aircraft was
transferred to another ATSU. In this case if the Planning Controller had effected the transfer, the
Tactical Controller could become confused as the aircraft now resembled a non-equipped aircraft
for which he had not given a voice transfer instruction.
Another issue was the Tactical Controller’s situational awareness concerning which aircraft
remained active within their “mental picture”. This could be disturbed if they were not aware of the
Planning Controller’s actions. Additionally certain circumstances precluded the Planning Controller
making an intervention such as the aircraft not compliant with the exit conditions or in conflict.
The controllers updated each other verbally on their actions, however it was considered too
burdensome for the Planning Controller to advise the Tactical Controller every time a transfer was
performed. This was done only if the Tactical Controller was thought to be unaware.
For some teams, it was agreed that the Planning Controller would transfer the datalink-equipped
aircraft, and if the Tactical Controller was too busy, the Planning Controller would also Assume the
datalink-equipped aircraft. Before the Assume of Control, some Planning Controllers checked the
CFL, the route, and relevant traffic, but they did not advise the Tactical Controller every time.
G. Situational Awareness and Working Method
Situational Awareness and Sector Resource Management (teamwork) were affected by the
changes in inter-controller communication and co-operation. For full situational awareness the
Planning Controller needed to be active (not passive) and be focussed on the screen. This
requires a significant change from current working methods where awareness comes from partially
from listening to the voice channel (See also Situational Awareness Level 2 - Comprehension
of the current situation - Page 44).
The way the information was shared is possibly less important. Whether the Tactical Controller
was notified before or after a Planning Controller intervention depended on the situation. As for
current working methods for co-ordination, it was a matter of teamwork.
The Planning Controller had to evaluate:
· If it was better to first get Tactical Controller approval, or
· If the approval was not required but a feedback was necessary, or
· If they could intervene totally independently.
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Nevertheless, the display of datalink information had advantages and disadvantages.
Theoretically, no important information was lost, and all information was commonly available, as is
current practice. All control actions and responses were displayed on both controllers’ screens.
The risk could be the saturation of the visual channel due to the unique source of information.
With datalink, the R/T occupancy was reduced (see The impact of availability of datalink on the use
of the radio channel Page 18. This could be beneficial if the time saved could be re-allocated to
decision making and planning tasks. This could also enable more time for co-operation between
the Tactical Controller and Planning Controller.
With the new Planning Controller /Tactical Controller task sharing and the new potential
responsibility for the Planning Controller, safety and efficiency relies even more on the quality of
the teamwork and communication. They could, to a certain extent, become two Tactical
Controllers controlling the sector. Training, including Sector Resource Management, will need to
evolve to cope with this. Further studies are required.
In the scenario of the LINK2000+ simulation, the controllers’ time horizons for intervention
overlapped. Planning Controllers could now send non time-critical “tactical“ instructions such as
DIRECT or LEVEL changes to an assumed aircraft (rather than interact only with planning aircraft
in the ADVANCED INFORMATION state).
With datalink, the Planning Controller and Tactical Controller decisions and subsequent
interventions could even be contradictory depending on their different controlling strategies.
The Planning Controller is now able to perform Planning and Tactical tasks. However Tactical
tasks (that may be allocated) have a tendency to be more time-critical. The need to manage these
tasks may leave little time for pure planning tasks. The controllers commented that they did not
want the Planning Controller burdened with tasks such as transferring aircraft, if this would impact
on their other responsibilities.
6.3. SUMMARY OF RESULTS – GOOD PRACTICE AND WORKING METHOD
In this report, results concerning good practice and working method were combined as in the study
both were found to be strongly interconnected.
The controllers took less than three simulation weeks to incorporate datalink into a new
beneficial working method.
The defined initial working method for using datalink was based on three elements; that datalink
was to be used in non time-critical situations; that in case of datalink error the controller would
revert to using voice communication; and that the default method for datalink-equipped aircraft was
datalink communication.
The eventual working method developed by the controllers identified important factors regarding
each of the above elements. The controllers also provided information on the transfer of tasks
from the Tactical Controller to the Planning Controller, the need for display of LACK information,
and the impact of different working methods on situational awareness and teamwork.
In the initial phase, although advised to use datalink for non time-critical clearances, the controllers
expected immediate pilot responses. In fact, the response time exceeded their expectations and
they were required to revert-to-voice to resolve critical situations. Later with experience, they
became adept at selecting either voice or datalink communication depending on the situation. The
new method recommended that if execution of the instruction was required within two minutes,
then voice should be selected as the best delivery method.
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Datalink-equipped aircraft were not treated differently to non-equipped aircraft, in that no specific
preference was shown. The difference was that datalink instructions required more anticipation
and downlinked requests from datalink aircraft were better scheduled with other controlling tasks.
The controllers showed a tendency to maintain a sequential delivery method, dealing with first one
aircraft and then another, where the datalink enabled multiple instructions to be issued. Evolution
to a working method where controllers interact with different aircraft concurrently may take longer
to emerge.
Reversion-to-voice following datalink error was suitable, however the controllers required a more
efficient method of resolving the remaining system ambiguity. As reversion-to-voice was a
procedure necessary when clearance delivery became time-critical, the HMI needs to provide a
quick and simple process to avoid further burdening the controller.
Setting the default delivery method to ‘datalink’ for all datalink-equipped aircraft irrespective of
sector configuration, controller role, or traffic situation was found too restrictive. This was
particularly relevant as the system update method when using voice with a datalink-equipped
aircraft was longer than the datalink method. Participants required a default method configurable
by each controller (combined with an improved update method – see 8.3 Summary of Datalink
Interface Results).
The controllers did report that searching for datalink responses did consume time and effort. They
specifically wanted confirmation of the execution of an instruction in order to update their predicted
scenario. Their monitoring of pilot conformance was not affected. The move towards a mainly
visual based reception method needs to be researched to ensure that visual saturation is avoided
(i.e. too much information through one channel).
After some discussion, it was determined that the loss of voice intonation in datalink messages
should not pose a significant problem if messages are restricted to non-critical actions. If urgency
exists, then voice is considered the best medium, where the reason for an action can be provided.
The controllers’ views regarding the visible display of LACK information changed during the
experiment. Initially, when datalink was being used in time-critical situations they considered this
valuable, however later the majority withdrew this statement. They advised that the pilot response
(or error/time out) was the only cue for further action. No action could be based on knowledge that
the message had been delivered. Therefore, only LACK failure was required.
Datalink also enabled tasks to be moved from the Tactical Controller to the Planning Controller, in
order to better balance sector workload. In terms of routine communication tasks (ACM Service),
this was considered highly successful. Planning controllers transferred control of an aircraft to the
next sector, and transferred the R/T frequency and CPDLC authority by datalink message. In
addition, in Organisation C (DL Monitor) datalink aircraft did not report on frequency, but
downlinked a Monitoring message. The simulation results show a significant reduction in voice
channel occupancy and the controllers reported no adverse effects on controller activity. In fact,
the controllers reported that the time saved could be very beneficial if re-allocated to decisionmaking and planning tasks.
Transfer of clearance tasks (ACL Service) from the Tactical Controller to the Planning Controller
was considered more complex. It was observed that responsibility for problem resolution was not
always clear. The controllers reported that task sharing should be well defined, including
operational variation during busy periods and that change should only occur after a clear redelegation of tasks. Tactical Controllers did continue to send the majority of the uplink messages,
however responses to downlink requests were made equally by each controller. Generally, when
the Planning Controller responded to downlinked requests they first informed the Tactical
Controller (verbally). A shared controlling strategy was also considered important.
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The ability to maintain (situational) awareness of the other controller’s activity was affected. The
controllers reported that they needed to remain actively focussed on the screen to identify (visually)
the other controller’s actions. For the Planning Controllers, this was a significant change from
current working method, where situational awareness could be gained by listening to the voice
transmissions between the Tactical Controller and the aircraft. Controllers did compensate by
verbally updating each other on important actions, but it was considered too burdensome to do this
for all activity.
With the new task sharing between the Tactical Controller and Planning Controller and the
extension of the Planning Controller’s responsibility, safety and efficiency relied even more on the
quality of team work and communication. The potential exists for the team to effectively become
two tactical controllers. The working method prescribed maintained the planning and tactical roles,
however some controllers experimented with a task allocation that represented a dual-tactical
environment. Without a supporting working method this task allocation proved problematic. If
considered desirable, sector resource management must evolve to address this.
Following this experiment with datalink communication, the potential for a new flexible and
beneficial task sharing has been confirmed. However, task reallocation can significantly affect
controller teamwork and situational awareness. The impact on control efficiency and safety
requires further study.

Figure 42: French Controllers at the DD Sector (Photograph)
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7. RESULTS - OBJECTIVE 4 – ATC PROCEDURES
ATC Procedures
Identify ATC procedures required for datalink operations with particular reference to the
actual use of datalink by controllers, co-ordination, R/T phraseology, and contingency.
7.1. ATC PROCEDURES
Procedures differed from working methods and practices, in that procedures described specific
courses of action to be undertaken by all controllers in certain circumstances.
In the initial planning for the LINK2000+ Real-time simulation, it was identified that release of a
draft ‘Datalink Procedures’ document in the months prior to the simulation would enable
implementation and evaluation of those procedures in an operational environment. Unfortunately
delay of the first release meant that the procedures implemented were limited, however discussion
was initiated with the controller team on several issues and is reported here.
Implemented Procedures:
· Use of voice for time-critical communications.
· Revert-to-voice after DL ERROR or NO REPLY message.
· Datalink MONITOR to replace first contact call with each sector.
· Planning Controller Transfer – aircraft not meeting exit conditions or with current sector
conflict.
7.2. ATC PROCEDURES RESULTS
The restricted application of datalink for non-time critical communications was found difficult, with
the controllers reporting that non time-critical situations could be come time-critical as a situation
developed. Controllers did develop a working method that provided additional anticipation for
datalink communications, however the requirement to be able to efficiently revert-to-voice if
required was identified.
Procedures were also implemented regarding use of datalink related to error handling and
recovery.
Two error scenarios could occur:
· Message delivery was not confirmed (no LACK was received) and DL ERROR was shown
to the originating controller.
· Message delivery was confirmed (LACK received), but no reply was received from the
pilot, with NO REPLY shown to the originating controller.
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LACK not
received
DL ERROR

WILCO not
received
NO REPLY

CLIMB FL350
ATC
Figure 43: Error Recovery Scenarios

In both cases, the status of the clearance sent to the pilot was unknown. The procedure required
the controllers to ‘revert-to-voice’ to clarify if the pilot had received the clearance and was going to
comply. To remove the error indication the clearance had to be re-entered. Controllers accepted
the requirement, although they found that the procedure involved too many steps and was time
consuming. They requested simpler methods of error cancellation be provided.
The procedure conducted in Organisation C (DL Monitor), where datalink aircraft were not required
to check on frequency, with the check call replaced by a ‘Monitoring’ Message was found
acceptable by the controllers with no problems reported. Possible issues relating to radio checking
and compliance with verification of Mode-C altimeter information were identified, however from an
operational perspective, the procedure was found to reduce radio usage, without detrimentally
affecting the controllers’ situational awareness or the control activity
Finally, although not prescribed the controllers suggested the requirement for written procedures
regarding the allocation of the transfer task to the Planning Controller. Although controller teams
did develop their own procedures, on a number of occasions the agreed method broke down, with
planning Controllers transferring aircraft earlier than the Tactical Controller would have considered
appropriate. Suggestions were that the transfer should not be effected if an aircraft had not
achieved the exit conditions, had an outstanding conflict situation or was beyond a certain distance
from the sector boundary.
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7.3. SUMMARY OF ATC PROCEDURES RESULTS
Procedures differed from working methods and practices, in that procedures described specific
courses of action to be undertaken by all controllers in certain circumstances. The main procedure
implemented regarding use of datalink related to error handling and recovery. Two error scenarios
could occur: Message delivery was not confirmed (i.e. no LACK was received) and DL ERROR
was shown to the originating controller or message delivery was confirmed (i.e. LACK received),
but no reply was received from the pilot, with NO REPLY shown to the originating controller.
In both cases, the status of the clearance sent to the pilot was unknown. The procedure required
the controllers to ‘revert-to-voice’ to clarify if the pilot had received the clearance and was going to
comply. To remove the error indication, the clearance had to be re-entered. Controllers accepted
this requirement, although they found that the procedure involved too many steps and was time
consuming. They requested simpler methods of error cancellation be provided.
A second procedure involved the scenario conducted in Organisation C (DL Monitor), where
datalink aircraft were not required to check on frequency, with the check call replaced by a
‘Monitoring’ Message.
This procedure was found acceptable by the controllers with no problems reported. Possible
issues relating to radio checking and compliance with verification of Mode-C altimeter information
were identified, however from an operational perspective, the procedure was found to reduce radio
usage, without detrimentally affecting the controllers’ situational awareness or the control activity.

Figure 44: Italian Sector Suites (Photograph)
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8. RESULTS - OBJECTIVE 5 - DATALINK INTERFACE
Controller Datalink Interface
Define the need for improvements to the datalink HMI (Human-Machine Interface) provided.
8.1. CONTROLLER DATALINK INTERFACE
The following paragraphs summarise the datalink interface presented to the LINK2000+
controllers. The datalink functionality was integrated with the EATCHIP III stripless controller
interface [8] (which is not fully described here). The basis for the Datalink HMI was the interactive
colour-coded aircraft label, the single three-button mouse input-device, and presentation of
messages in the Message-IN and Message-OUT windows.
8.1.1. Label indication of datalink capability (and transfer sequence)
Table 14: Label indication of datalink capability (and transfer sequence)
EVENT

HMI SOLUTION

ABI received without DLIC
(Non datalink aircraft)

Selected format (with no values in the Line 4)

ABI received with DLIC
including CAP values

Selected format (with CAP values shown in Line 4)

ABI received with DLIC
including CAP and CPDLC
capability.

Selected format with Callsign frame in (Grey) NOT CONCERNED colour.

ACT received (8 minutes
before sector entry) with
DLIC including CAP and
CPDLC capability

Selected format with Callsign frame in ADVANCED INFORMATION (Blue) colour.
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EVENT

HMI SOLUTION

TRANSFER-IN state before
receipt of CPDLC authority
or MONITOR message
from the aircraft.
Selected format with the SECTOR field changed to ASSUMED (Black) colour.

CPDLC Authority received
Selected format with:
- The Sector Field having changed to ASSUMED (Black) colour and.
- The callsign frame changed to ASSUMED (Black) colour.

The MONITORING
message is received
(indicating the aircraft is on
the frequency)

Selected format with:
- The NS having turned to ASSUMED (Black) colour and.
- The callsign frame turned to ASSUMED (Black) colour.
- The MONITORING message (displayed in Line 0).

The receiving sector
assumes the aircraft

In the receiving sector, the radar label turns to ASSUMED (Black) colour (shown).
In the transferring sector, once the aircraft is transferred, it turns to NONCONCERNED (Grey) colour (if the sector is exited), or CONCERNED (Burgundy)
colour, if still inside the transferring sector. The callsign frame still exists but in
NON CONCERNED colour to show that the CPDLC is still enabled within the
ACC.
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Figure 45: LINK2000+ Datalink Interface Overview
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8.1.2. Controller datalink orders
In the LINK2000+ Simulation the controllers were able to use datalink communications to send the
following control orders:
· Climb To (value)
· Descent To (value)
· Maintain Level (value)
· Descent At Vertical Rate (value)
· Climb At Vertical Rate (value)
· Proceed Direct To (point)
· Fly Heading (value)
· Increase Speed to (value)
· Decrease Speed to (value)
· No Speed Restriction (value)
· Squawk
· Squawk IDENT
The following downlink responses were available for the pseudo-pilots:
· Wilco
· Unable
· Standby
BAW1234
CFL
R/T

350
340

BAW1234 NS
290 350

330
320
310
300
290

Figure 46: LINK2000+ Datalink CFL Input Menu

Dialogue Example: New Cleared Flight Level
1. The CFL menu was opened (Single Click Action Button on the Label CFL field).
2. The CFL Value was selected (Single Click Action Button on the new cleared flight level) (FL350).
3. The CFL menu closed and the datalink message was transmitted to the aircraft (indicated by Black
Frame around the new cleared flight level).
4. The pseudo-pilot response ‘Wilco’ removed the (black) frame from the CFL field.
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BAW1234 NS
290 350

Figure 47: Datalink CFL Order - Pilot responds ‘Wilco’

BAW1234 NS
290 350

Figure 48: Datalink CFL Order - Pilot responds ‘Standby’

NO REPLY
BAW1234 NS
290 350

Figure 49: Datalink CFL Order - Pilot does not respond (time parameter)

UNABLE
BAW1234 NS
290 350

Figure 50: Datalink CFL Order - Pilot responds ‘Unable'

8.1.3. Pilot datalink requests

Pseudo-pilots were able to use datalink communications to send the following requests:
· Request Level (value)
· Request Direct To (point)

The presence of a request was indicated by the callsign highlighted in white, however the value of
the request was not indicated in the label (to avoid confusion with Ground-Ground co-ordination),
but was displayed in the Message-IN window.
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The following uplink responses were available for the controllers:
· Unable
· Standby
· (Controller Datalink Order)
MESSAGE IN
10:15 from XXX IT4321
Direct to
10:16 from YYY BAW4321 XFL from

BAW1234 NS
290 350

CHECK MIC
REJECT
MMD
230 to 270 REJECT

10:11 BAW1234 Request Direct to MMD

STANDBY

UNABLE

10:12 IT4321

STANDBY

UNABLE

Request Direct to MMD

10:15 BAW8637 STANDBY Cleared FL

350

10:15 IBE5846

350

UNABLE

Cleared FL

Figure 51: Datalink pilot request (Label and Message-IN Window indication)

As for the Message-IN Window, the Message-OUT Window displayed Ground
- Ground Co-ordination and Air-Ground datalink messages separated by a horizontal (black) line.
MESSAGE OUT
10:15 to YYY IT4321
10:14 IBE1259
10:13 IT4321

Direct to

Cleared FL

CHECK MIC

MMD
350

Request direct to MMD STANDBY

Figure 52: Message-OUT Window (showing Air-Ground and Ground-Ground messages)

8.1.4. Datalink error display

If a logical Acknowledgement (LACK) Message was not received for an uplinked datalink message,
the following indication was presented to the sector controllers:
DL ERROR
BAW1234 NS
290 350

Figure 53: Datalink Error Indication (No LACK received)
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8.2. CONTROLLER DATALINK INTERFACE RESULTS

The results of the controller interface evaluation were collected from several sources including
controller questionnaires, simulation debriefing and from observation during actual use. In this
section, the points noted are discussed with possible solutions described.
The majority of participants agreed (from the questionnaire) that:
· The general logic of the air-ground datalink HMI (the framing of the call sign, the numbers,
etc.) was easy to understand [11 agreed and 1 disagreed].
· The methods used for data entry were easy to learn and to use [11 agreed and 1 was
undecided].

In the following sections the LINK2000+ participants’ statements are reported by service as
follows:
8.2.1. Controller datalink interface results - ACM service

Controllers were divided on the following statements:
· The response times for ATC communications management (ACM) was not a problem
[7 agreed, 4 disagreed and 1 did not reply].

One of the difficulties encountered by the controllers arose when they assumed a datalink
equipped aircraft, but the transfer of datalink authority was not effected successfully (technical
fault). They were then presented with a display of a black label, with a blue frame around the call
sign. They sometimes found it difficult to distinguish between the blue and black frames, and tried
to send datalink messages to the aircraft, without success.

Figure 54: Assumed datalink-equipped aircraft (i.e. Black label)

Note: The transfer of CPDLC authority (from preceding sector having failed i.e. Callsign
frame in blue)

The controllers’ solution to the problem would have been to remove the frame altogether. This
solution may be acceptable, as long as there is no way to reinitiate the CPDLC connection,
although it could present other problems.
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There is also a risk of confusion and extra workload for both the Tactical and Planning Controllers
in the removal of the frame, once the CPDLC authority is relinquished. In the case of a datalink
equipped aircraft being transferred by the Planning controller, if the frame is subsequently
removed, the aircraft is presented as a non-datalink aircraft. The Tactical Controller could now
identify this aircraft as a non-datalink aircraft for which he has not issued a voice contact
instruction. Confusion over the aircraft status and the controllers’ responsibilities could easily
result.

Figure 55: Transferred datalink-equipped aircraft

I.e. Burgundy label with Grey frame (e.g. MAS91) and Transferred non datalink-equipped
aircraft (e.g. AZA1586)

Within the context of the simulation, the frame was maintained because it was an indication that
the aircraft was still datalink-equipped. An HMI solution to this problem could be to ensure that the
frames are not confused, by providing greater contrast to illustrate the loss of the CPDLC
connection when appropriate.
The same issue is apparent from the transferring controller’s perspective. When transfer of the
CPDLC authority was not successfully effected, the black callsign frame was maintained, although
the controller no longer had control authority for the aircraft.
The means to recover a failed transfer of CPDLC authority should also be further investigated.

Figure 56: NON-CONCERNED aircraft with failed CPDLC transfer
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8.2.2. Controller datalink interface results - ACL service

The system update dialogue for issuing an R/T clearance, following failure of a datalink
communication must be shortened.

Figure 57: Speed menu for a datalink-equipped aircraft.

Note: The R/T button, which had to be selected first if a voice clearance was required.

After a datalink-communication failure (individual message), the requirement to select the R/T
button, in order to update the system without sending another ACL message, was burdensome.
This extra workload was time-consuming, and the delay could lead to clearances, initiated in
sufficient time, becoming time-critical.
Moreover, as the datalink-equipped fleet continues to grow the requirement will be to
accommodate datalink actions by the controllers more easily. Both controllers must also be able to
input system updates quickly and efficiently, even allowing for the fact datalink inputs are not
intended for non-time critical situations.
In terms of HMI, shortening the dialogue for the R/T clearance does not necessarily mean that the
default must be to either R/T, or datalink input only. Given the new Planning/Tactical task sharing
brought about by provision of datalink, a solution could be to shorten the datalink clearance input
for the Planning Controller and, at the same time, to shorten the R/T clearance input for the
Tactical Controller. Such a solution, however, would contradict the current EATMP generic HMI
policy recommending the standardisation of the two CWPs. It could also limit the flexibility of the
working method and the Planning/Tactical task sharing with mixed traffic.
Given the above, and the requirement to use a system easily and efficiently in an increasingly
mixed-mode environment, a second HMI solution is proposed – construction of a pop-up menu
with two columns of buttons; one for the datalink input and one for R/T input. In this way, the
number of inputs is kept the same for both datalink and non-datalink updates and instructions.
Note: The menu for non-datalink aircraft would contain only one column, whilst the datalink aircraft
menu would contain two columns.
In this solution, careful recognition must be given to the type of feedback given by each type of
button. There must be no ambiguity in the controllers’ minds as to whether they have issued a
datalink clearance or made a system update, initiated after a voice clearance.
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1. Confusion over aircraft datalink equipage

In the LINK2000+ HMI, datalink input feedback was provided by the display of a frame around the
field of the clearance issued. On a few occasions controllers thought they had sent a datalink
instruction, when in fact they had interacted with a non-datalink aircraft. Generally, however, the
controllers felt that there was no significant problem in differentiating between the datalinkequipped and non-equipped aircraft.
2. Reducing required inputs

LINK2000+ participants looked for a means to reduce the number of inputs required to update the
system. They felt this was especially important in the case of ASSUME or TRANSFER issued with
a clearance at the same time, or when they issued multiple clearances (e.g. a level and a rate of
climb/descent). The proposed two-column menus would go some way to answering this
requirement, reducing the number of inputs.
3. De-activation of datalink

Participants required a way to temporarily de-activate the datalink input. Some of the reasoning
behind this was the work-intensive method of inputting R/T clearances during busy periods. The
objective of this new requirement should be re-evaluated with the proposed new two-column menu
(where both R/T and datalink inputs can be made).
4. Maintain heading Instruction

Many of the LINK2000+ participants looked for a shorter way to uplink the clearance “Maintain
heading“ to an aircraft.
A proposed HMI solution is to add a specific button for “Maintain Current Heading” in the
AHDG/WPT menu.
5. Error Recovery Procedure

The majority of participants agreed in the questionnaire that:
· The way to overcome a “NO REPLY” message was easy to understand [10 agreed,
1 disagreed and 1 did not reply].
· The “NO REPLY” message came too late [8 agreed, 2 disagreed, 1 was undecided and
1 did not reply].
· The error messages made it easy to distinguish between datalink errors and the absence
of pilot responses [8 agreed and 4 disagreed].
· The rule of displaying only a warning when the “LACK” message was not received was
preferable to displaying a message every time that a “LACK” message was received
[9 agreed, 2 disagreed and 1 did not reply].
· The way to recover from a datalink error was easy to understand [8 agreed, 1 disagreed,
2 were undecided and 1 did not reply].
· The number of datalink errors was acceptable [8 agreed, 3 disagreed and 1 was
undecided].

Controllers had nevertheless divided opinions about:
The error messages made it obvious what had gone wrong [7 agreed, 3 disagreed and 2 did not
reply].
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There was some confusion amongst controllers about the difference between no response [NO
REPLY] and datalink error [DL ERROR]. The procedure applied during the simulation was for the
controllers to revert-to-voice and confirm the clearance, rather than re-perform the datalink input.
Following either case, a situation of uncertainty exists. In the case of DL ERROR, the pilot may
have received the clearance and the LACK been lost. In the case of NO REPLY the WILCO
response could have been lost. The HMI must support the recovery in both situations.
6. No Reply

The controllers felt that after a “NO REPLY”, a shorter procedure should exist to input the R/T
clearance without re-selecting the value cleared.
With the provision of a two-column menu, this R/T procedure could be shortened (i.e. Single Click
Action Button (on field) followed by Single Click Action Button on value in the R/T column).
Some participants proposed to have a shorter input means, such as Single Click Action Button on
the “NO REPLY” message. However, a NO REPLY could appear on a label in response to any
one of several messages sent. As several datalink clearances can be sent simultaneously to an
aircraft, this short cut procedure would not be possible from the radar label. Nevertheless, it would
be possible from the MIW where each response is displayed individually.

Figure 58: NO REPLY in a label (following no response to a descent clearance to FL330)

Some LINK2000+ participants requested a procedure for removing the ”NO REPLY” message
when there was no further ambiguity. This may occur when a “NO REPLY” alert occurs after the
controller makes an error in the datalink input, and then subsequently issues the clearance via
voice. A solution could be a Single Click Information Button on the” NO REPLY” alert message (as
for any other message removal procedures). It must, however, be emphasised that this is
exceptional and the standard procedure should be that they must revert-to-voice and confirm the
clearance when they receive a “NO REPLY” message.
In addition, the controllers felt that the datalink error message should be removable by a Single
Click Information Button, when this message was displayed after a datalink transfer failed. This
removal of the datalink error should only be possible for aircraft in TRANSFER-OUT and
CONCERNED states.

Figure 59: Datalink error message displayed for a NON-CONCERNED (Transferred) aircraft

Note: After a datalink transfer failed.
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7. Pilot Downlink Requests

LINK2000+ participants had divided feelings in the questionnaire about:
· Displaying pilot requests in the Message-IN Window (only) was not convenient [6 agreed,
3 disagreed and 3 were undecided].
· The priority between pilot requests was evident [4 agreed, 4 disagreed and 4 were
undecided].

By the end of the second simulation week, some participants continued to confuse Downlink
request indications and Ground-Ground request indications in the Message-IN Window. This
occurred mainly when the Message-IN Window contained only one message. They felt in this
case, there was no easy way to distinguish Air/Ground and Ground/Ground messages.
Additionally in the case of simultaneous XFL co-ordination, and pilot downlink requests, the XFL
co-ordination could be interpreted as a pilot downlink (level) request.
In the radar label (where a downlinked request was represented by the callsign background in
white) and an incoming Ground/Ground co-ordination (where the data field was presented with a
white background) it was possible to confuse both indications.
An improvement would be to redesign the Message Windows, so that the area containing the
Air/Ground messages is more clearly distinguishable from the section containing Ground/Ground
messages.
· The Message-IN Window upper part should have a minimum fixed size when empty.
· The section separator should be more distinct.
· The background colour of the two sections should be different.

In addition, better distinction between the label fields for clearance and for co-ordination activity
should help to reduce the ambiguity.
For some participants, there was an ambiguity in the terms “Downlinked Flight Level Request” and
the Requested Flight Level (RFL) for an aircraft. In their minds, the word 'request' was not the
appropriate word for the downlink, as this could have a higher priority, than a request. The RFL
corresponded to the aircraft filed en-route flight level and did not correspond to an (urgent)
requirement.
8. ACL Clearance Log (or history list)

Given the new Planning Controller/Tactical Controller task sharing, where the Planning Controller
could also send clearances to the pilot, some participants could see the advantage of showing a
list of the recent datalink clearances issued (last 5 minutes). This way both controllers could
update their situational awareness of the others actions.
A solution could be to display this list, on request, in an extended version of the Message-OUT
Window (in the section dedicated to datalink exchange).
9. De-coupling of datalink and Ground/Ground Co-ordination

The majority of participants agreed that:
· It was confusing to display both ground-ground communication (SYSCO) messages and
air-ground communication messages in the Message-IN Window and Message-OUT
Window [9 agreed, 1 disagreed and 2 were undecided].
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Controllers had divided feelings about:
· The messages in the Message-IN Window and Message-OUT Window used for data
entry were easy to understand [7 agreed and 5 disagreed].

In addition, for a datalink-equipped aircraft, when a DIRECT or a HEADING (outside the sector)
was input by the upstream sector, a co-ordination was triggered, and subsequently if the
downstream sector accepted, the controller order was uplinked automatically to the pilot.
This was not always acceptable. The LINK2000+ participants would have preferred that the
procedure was similar to current working practice, where the co-ordination process is separated
from the delivery process. As the co-ordination process could be time consuming, the automatic
uplink was not always appropriate, at the moment of Ground/Ground co-ordination completion.
The proposal is that the [XPT] field should be used for the Ground/Ground co-ordination and the
[ahdg] field should be used to input the clearance and send the datalink message, thereby
separating these two functions.
10. CAP Service

Ultimately, the simulated CAP Service was not included in the package of LINK2000+ datalink
services, however the controller feedback is reported.
The majority of participants agreed that:
· The way to access the CAPs was convenient [11 agreed and 1 disagreed].
· The update rate of the CAPs did not pose a problem [10 agreed and 2 were undecided].
· The availability of CAPs was obvious [10 agreed and 2 disagreed].

Controllers had nevertheless divided opinions concerning:
· The availability of CAP was useful in the monitoring of pilot compliance with instructions
[7 agreed, 2 disagreed, 2 were undecided and 1 did not reply].
· The availability of CAP reduced the number of requests for pilot reports [5 agreed,
4 disagreed and 3 were undecided].

In addition, they required that the CAP speed must be the indicated air speed (IAS) in knots at
lower levels.
8.2.3. Other (non-datalink) requirements

Apart from the datalink functionality, other HMI requirements have been identified.
1. Prepared intermediate CFL

Some LINK2000+ participants would have liked a facility to input a “prepared intermediate CFL” for
aircraft climbing from a lower sector, into an upper sector. This capability is not currently available
within the baseline HMI.
2. Highlighting aircraft at the same CFL

Some LINK2000+ participants claimed that the “CFL filtering/highlighting” functionality should take
into account the aircraft crossing the target CFL. This requires the provision of Medium term
Conflict Detection (MTCD).
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3. Manual removal of TRANSFER reminder in TRANSFER-OUT state

In order to reduce screen clutter, in cases of error/unexpected system events blocking automatic
message removal, extra inputs were required to eliminate some messages. The TRANSFER
reminder should be removable in TRANSFER-OUT state.
4. Warning input in NON-CONCERNED state

Some participants wished to be able to put a 'warning' on a NON-CONCERNED aircraft. They
indicated that this would be useful for aircraft identified by another sector as coming close to - but
not entering – the subject sector.
The warning input should be with the Information Button (IB) in order to be consistent with the HMI
design.
5. Elastic Vector mode

Some participants recommended that the Elastic Vector could be cancelled via a Middle button
click, due to the similarity with the R&B facility.
6. Radar label overlap with radar position symbol

Some participants were concerned that the selected radar label could hide the aircraft radar
position symbol. No solution is evident.
8.3. SUMMARY OF DATALINK INTERFACE RESULTS

The controller interface was identified as a critical component in the datalink system. Any potential
gain in controller workload may be offset by inadequacies that exist with the means to construct,
transmit, and receive datalink information.
The controller interface used for this experiment (EATCHIP III interface) was designed as a generic
‘stripless’ interface, without the customised features required for specific national or regional
implementation. However, much useful information was gained regarding the integration of
datalink functionality into such a stripless system:
· The default to ‘datalink instruction’ for all datalink-equipped aircraft was too restrictive.
· The requirement to make an additional input for datalink-equipped aircraft in order to issue
a voice instruction was too burdensome.
· The error recovery process needs to be as light as possible.
· The controllers required a ‘history log’ showing messages over the last five minutes, be
available to assist controllers in maintaining mutual knowledge of sector datalink
communications.
8.3.1. Datalink interface improvements

Consideration should be given to the following specific datalink interface improvements (to the
LINK2000+ EATCHIP interface):
i.
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Greater contrast between callsign frames indicating a datalink aircraft with successful
CPDLC connection (black callsign frame) and a datalink aircraft without CPDLC
connection (blue callsign frame). The means to recover a failed CPDLC transfer should
also be investigated.
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ii.

A new system update dialogue for issuing an R/T clearance to a datalink aircraft should
be investigated. A new design may also shorten the R/T input procedure for datalink
aircraft following the failure of a specific datalink communication. A two-column menu is
proposed with equal inputs for datalink or R/T instruction (with the design strongly
supporting clarity for the controller regarding the type of instruction issued). Design
improvement should seek to make the default selectable by each controller (PC or TC),
allowing them to take account of the sector design, traffic scenario, and specific controller
role.

iii.

Addition of a facility for sending a datalink instruction “Maintain current heading” should be
considered for the Assigned Heading menu.

iv.

Simplification of error message cancellation should be considered, without absolving the
controller from the need to clarify the situation, when ambiguity of a clearance could exist
between the air and ground systems.

v.

Stronger differentiation of Air/Ground messages and Ground/Ground messages is
recommended. The Message-IN window should be redesigned to clearly distinguish the
two different message areas.

vi.

A history Log of messages within the last (specified) minutes should be displayable in the
Message-In window.

vii.

Ground-ground co-ordination and datalink clearance-uplink for DIRECT orders should be
separated, so that the controller can chose the exact moment for performing each
function. This will require a dedicated label field for co-ordination (XPT field) and a
dedicated label field for uplink (AHDG field).

8.3.2. Non-datalink interface improvements

Consideration should be given to the following non-datalink interface improvements (to the
LINK2000+ EATCHIP interface):
i.

The facility to input a prepared intermediate CFL.

ii.

The CFL filtering/highlighting function to take into account aircraft crossing the target CFL.

iii.

The TRANSFER reminder to be manually removable in TRANSFER-OUT state.

iv.

A warning indication to be attachable to an aircraft in Non-concerned state.

v.

The Elastic Vector to be cancelled by Single Click Middle Button (due to similarity with the
R&B function.
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9. RESULTS - OBJECTIVE 6 - NON-NOMINAL SITUATIONS
Non-Nominal Situations
Assess the safety implications of non-nominal situations such as datalink failure, error, and
slow response time.
9.1. NON-NOMINAL SITUATIONS

The term ‘Non-nominal’ was used in comparison with the nominal setting of datalink parameters
applied during Organisations A, B, and C.
The three non-nominal scenarios studied in Organisation D (Non-nominal) were:

1.

Variation of the transfer delay / delivery time for ACL messages (i.e. nominal fixed
value = 6 seconds and non-nominal fixed value = 10 seconds).

2.

Increased rate of datalink failure (from approximately 2.5% to 5% of total uplink
messages.

3.

Variation of the transaction expiration time for ACL messages (reduction of the
nominal fixed value of 120 seconds to the non-nominal fixed value of 90 seconds).

The evaluation studied how these new parameter settings affected controllers and was there any
impact in terms of safety detected.
9.2. NON-NOMINAL SITUATIONS RESULTS
None of the three non-nominal scenarios revealed any pertinent safety issues.
9.2.1. Non-nominal: scenario 1 and scenario 2

The controllers did not notice any change when changing the delivery time for ACL messages from
6 to 10 seconds (increased minimum round trip time from 12 (plus response time) to 20 seconds
(plus response time).
Increasing the failure rate did not raise any comments from the controllers.
These results, although not conclusive, would suggest that the changes did not significantly affect
the control activity, perhaps because the controllers were, by now, not using datalink in time-critical
situations and were able to accommodate the reduced performance.
9.2.2. Non-nominal: scenario 3

The third scenario tested variation of the transaction expiration time for the ACL messages (i.e.
nominal fixed value was 120 seconds and non-nominal fixed value was 90 seconds). The
controllers reported the reduced expiration time an improvement, but required a further reduction to
60 seconds for pilot expiration, while maintaining 120 seconds for controller expiration. They
reasoned that controllers required more time, following receipt of a pilot request, for planning,
co-ordination, and implementation than pilots, except in exceptional circumstances.
For exceptional circumstances, the pilot could gain additional time by using the STANDBY (offset).
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9.2.3. Datalink safety aspects

In this section, reports controller comments derived from the questionnaires and debriefing
sessions regarding perceived positive and negative safety aspects of the datalink system.
Aspects were datalink could potentially improve air safety

All the controllers commented that the provision of datalink introduced a second means of
communication and therefore increases ‘safety’. The second channel could be used for dealing
with a voice communication failure (aircraft or ground based) and by avoiding frequency ‘jamming’
or blockage. In this case, the AMC (ATC Microphone Check) functionality could be extremely
useful. Controllers did comment that radio communication procedures for using datalink in the
case of voice communication failure would need to be well defined and that specific datalink
messages may be required.
The controllers also noted that callsign confusion and read-back errors (detected or undetected)
would be eliminated when using datalink.
Aspects were datalink could potentially degrade air safety

Controller comments indicated that confusing a datalink-equipped aircraft with a non-equipped
aircraft could provoke a situation which delayed an aircraft response, which could in turn lead to a
safety critical situation. This event was observed in the early simulation period, but was
considered unlikely by the controllers at end of the experiment. However, the need to have a
strong differentiation in the HMI between datalink-equipped and non-equipped aircraft is
recognised.
Another controller commented that input errors now had a more serious impact. An input error
(e.g. incorrect flight level) would be sent to the aircraft as a clearance. Unlike voice errors, these
could be detected in the HMI, by either controller, even minutes after the error was made, whereas
voice errors if not detected in the read-back, relied on the aircraft deviation to be noted.
Datalink as simulated, significantly changed the controller working method. This means that
although some error types may be eliminated, other new error types may be discovered. An
evaluation of the likelihood of input error compared to voice error is recommended.
9.3. SUMMARY OF NON-NOMINAL SITUATIONS RESULTS

When the one-way transfer delay time was increased (from 6 seconds to 10 seconds, increasing
the round trip time from 12 to 20 seconds excluding pilot response time) the controllers failed to
detect the change. Additionally, when the datalink failure rate was doubled (from 2.5%, to 5% of
uplink ACL messages), no change was detected.
These results, although not conclusive, would suggest that the changes did not significantly affect
the control activity, perhaps because the controllers were, by now, not using datalink in time-critical
situations and were able to accommodate the reduced performance.
The third scenario tested variation of the transaction expiration time for the ACL messages (i.e.
nominal fixed value was 120 seconds and non-nominal fixed value was 90 seconds). The
controllers reported the reduced expiration time an improvement, but required a further reduction to
60 seconds for pilot expiration, while maintaining 120 seconds for controller expiration. They
reasoned that controllers required more time, following receipt of a pilot request, for planning,
co-ordination, and implementation than pilots, except in exceptional circumstances.
For exceptional circumstances, the standby (offset) could be used.
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10. RESULTS - OBJECTIVE 7 – REQUIRED COMMUNICATION PERFORMANCE
Required Communication Performance
Provide support data for EUROCAE/RTCA WG53/SC189 SG6 to assist in their task of
defining performance requirements according to the ICAO RCP (Required Communication
Performance) concept.
10.1. REQUIRED COMMUNICATION PERFORMANCE

Datalink services may be considered as two-way transactions because they rely on a dialogue
between two parties (humans and/or systems). The Required Communication Performance (RCP)
consists of technical and human performance. While the required technical performance is more
or less a static value, the required human performance varies and is dependent on the type of
service used, the circumstances of its use, and the efficiency of the HMI.
As shown (see Figure 60), RCP can be measured from both the air and the ground. In this
diagram, A to H shows the dialogue from the pilot side and E to K from the controller side.

A ® B

Time needed by the pseudo-pilot to compose a message on the Pseudo-Pilot Working Position
(PWP). The same was true for I-J.

B ® C System response time set in the simulation to 6 seconds. The same was true for F-G and J-K.
C ® D Time needed by the controller to detect a message on the Controller-Working Position (CWP).
D ® E

Time needed by the controller to analyse the message.
Although values for C-D and D-E, which are attributes of the controller’s cognitive processes,
could not be evaluated individually during the simulation, a value for the combined time C-E
was feasible.

E

® F

Time needed by the controller to compose a message on the CWP.

G ® H Time needed by the pseudo-pilot to detect a message on the PWP.
H ® I

Time needed by the pseudo-pilot to analyse the message. Although values for G-H and H-I,
which are attributes of the pseudo-pilot’s cognitive processes, could not be evaluated
individually during the simulation, a value for the combined time G-I was feasible. Note that
this time is biased by the fact that the pseudo-pilot was handling several aircraft at the same
time and only reflects the simulation environment not real conditions.
Figure 60: Required Communication Performance diagram
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In the experiment, pseudo-pilots managing several aircraft each simulated pilot interaction. The
pseudo-pilots were not provided with a typical pilot HMI and did not experience real cockpit
workload. Therefore, an evaluation of the airside of the diagram was not possible. The airside
responses were measured, but only to place the controller study in context when evaluating the
results.
10.2. REQUIRED COMMUNICATION PERFORMANCE RESULTS
10.2.1. Controller responds to a pilot request

The following statistics are calculated for the aggregation of all the runs of Organisation A
(Nominal). The controller response time to a pilot request had a mean value of 28 seconds. Fifty
percent of received messages were responded in a time window ranging from Q1=12.42 seconds
to Q3=33.68 seconds. Adding the message delivery times (6 + 6 = 12 seconds) gives a total
response time of between 24 to 46 seconds. This is again considerably longer than the normal
response time by voice, however, as discussed (Section 5.2.15), the correct prioritisation of this
task may have improved overall efficiency.

Figure 61: Controller response times (Global)
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Table 15: Table of controller response times
Controller Response Time - Organisation A (Nominal)
Response
Time Range
(seconds)

Effective

Cumulative
Effective

%

Cumulative %

0<x≤1

12

12

12.12121

12.1212

1<x≤2

39

51

39.39394

51.5152

2<x≤3

17

68

17.17172

68.6869

3<x≤4

7

75

7.07071

75.7576

4<x≤5

8

83

8.08081

83.8384

5<x≤6

3

86

3.03030

86.8687

6<x≤7

3

89

3.03030

89.8990

7<x≤8

3

92

3.03030

92.9293

8<x≤9

1

93

1.01010

93.9394

9 < x ≤ 10

3

96

3.03030

96.9697

10 < x ≤ 11

2

98

2.02020

98.9899

11 < x ≤ 12

1

99

1.01010

100.0000

10.2.2. Pseudo-pilot response time in organisation A (nominal)

The pseudo-pilot response time was the time that elapsed between the arrival of an uplinked
message and the time at which a response (WILCO, STANDBY or UNABLE) was sent.
This time could be decomposed as follows: Time to become aware of the controller instruction plus
cognitive decision-time plus time to compose a response.
The pilots were alerted to the arrival of an up-linked message by a flashing YELLOW indicator. It
was not possible to evaluate the time that it took a pseudo-pilot to become aware of the arrival of
an uplinked message. It was also not possible to evaluate the cognitive decision time, although
the cognitive process was probably shorter than for a pilot in reality, as the decision to reply
STANDBY or UNABLE was based on a prescribed number of responses, rather than on
assessment of the real air situation. The time to compose a response using the pseudo-pilot HMI
was also short. For these reasons, an analysis has only been made of the global pilot response
time.
PAGE

AFR 123

320

220

AJO

14:05

UNABLE

UPLINK MESSAGE WARNING

WILCO

STAND BY

UNABLE

Figure 62: Uplink message arriving at the pseudo-pilot position
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10.2.3. Pilot responds to a controller instruction

The following statistics are calculated for the aggregation of all the runs of Organisation A
(Nominal). The mean pilot response time was 13 seconds. From the controller’s viewpoint, the
mean time spent awaiting a response to an instruction was 25 seconds (6 + 13 + 6 = 25, where 6
seconds was the simulated message delivery time). Some messages required the controller to
wait more than 30 seconds, considerably longer than the time needed to receive a response by
voice. Fifty percent of received messages were responded in a time window ranging from
Q1=5.48 seconds to Q3=14.75 seconds.

Figure 63: Pseudo-pilot response times (Global)

10.2.4. Variation of pilot response time as a function of traffic level and datalink equipage
Did the pseudo -pilot response time change with traffic level or datalink equipage?
No. The analysis indicates that the pseudo-pilot’s response time did not depend on the
percentage of aircraft equipped with datalink but remained almost the same.
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10.2.5. The controller response time as a function of traffic level and datalink equipage

The controller response time increased significantly with traffic level [F(1,96)=8.29, p=.0049].
The more traffic that a controller had to handle, the more time he took to respond to a downlinked
pseudo-pilot request. This expected result was due to two factors, the higher the traffic level, the
higher the controller workload, and secondly, the possibility that several downlinked requests could
arrive at the same time. In this event, the controller had to prioritise his responses, increasing the
time required to respond to some messages.

Figure 64: Controller datalink response times by traffic level

Table 16: Analysis of Variance table for controller response times
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE for Controller Response Times (Type III sum of square)
1-Traffic level, 2-Percentage of datalink equipage
Effect

SS

DF

MS

F

p

5041.340*

1*

5041.340*

8.290292*

.004914*

% of Datalink equipage

83.296

1

83.296

136976

.712121

Traffic Level*% of Datalink
Equipage

794.988

1

794.988

1.307328

.255722

Error

58377.76

96

608.1017

Traffic Level
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10.2.6. The variation of the controllers response time as a function of type of order

During this simulation, a pilot could downlink only two types of request: FLIGHT LEVEL requests
and DIRECT requests. There was statistically no significant difference for the time needed to
respond each of the two types.
10.2.7. The time needed by a controller to compose a datalink message

The time needed to compose a datalink message was the time that elapsed between the time at
which the Input Menu was opened and the time at which the Input Menu was closed, having used
the mouse (action) button to select a value. The composition times, for all uplinked messages, for
all measured exercises were analysed (Table 17). Of the composition times, 74.4% were within
2 seconds with 94.3% within 4 seconds (with composition times greater than 10 seconds
considered as abnormal data indicative of interruptions during the act of composing the message).
Table 17: Table of controller composition times for datalink messages
Composition Time of Datalink Messages (EATCHIP III HMI)
Response Time
Range
(seconds)

Effective

Cumulative
Effective

%

Cumulative %

0<x≤1

996

996

34.05128

34.0513

1<x≤2

1180

2176

40.34188

74.3932

2<x≤3

391

2567

13.36752

87.7607

3<x≤4

192

2759

6.56410

94.3248

4<x≤5

92

2851

3.14530

97.4701

5<x≤6

31

2882

1.05983

98.5299

6<x≤7

19

2901

.64957

99.1795

7<x≤8

13

2914

.44444

99.6239

8<x≤9

9

2923

.30769

99.9316

9 < x ≤ 10

2

2925

.06838

100.0000

Was there a difference in composition time for different types of controller datalink order?
Yes.

There was a statistically significant [F(2,2913)=20.64, p<.0000] difference between the time
needed for a controller to compose the different types of datalink message.
It took less time to compose a CFL message [p<.0000] than a DIRECT message and less time to
compose a DIRECT message than a SPEED message [p<.053630].
This can be explained by looking at the different types of pop-up menu within the HMI provided
with the CFL menu usually provided a default value close to the value that the controller wanted to
select. For the DIRECT menu, it was more complex requiring the controller to select from a
waypoint list or use the Elastic Vector function to select a point from the radar screen. The same
was also true for the ASSIGNED SPEED menu, where it was necessary to choose between Knots
and Mach value and sometimes scroll to the appropriate value.
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Figure 65: Datalink order composition times by type of order

10.3. SUMMARY OF REQUIRED COMMUNICATION PERFORMANCE RESULTS

This part of the study attempted to provide evidence of expected controller response times. As a
factor of the simulation, the pseudo-pilot response times were also recorded. This time
incorporated, the time to become aware of the message, the cognitive decision time, and the time
to compose a response.
In the simulation, the mean pseudo-pilot response time was 13 seconds. For the controller, this
time was added to the transfer delay, making a mean time of 25 seconds to receive a pilot
response.
Mean controller response time was 28 seconds. After adding the transfer delay, the mean time for
a pilot to receive a response to a datalink request was 40 seconds (with 50% between 24 and
46 seconds).
The controller response time did vary significantly as a function of traffic level. The more traffic a
controller had to handle, the more time was needed to respond to a downlinked request.
Composition time (using the EATCHIP HMI provided) was also recorded with 99.5% of controller
composition times being less than 10 seconds. Cleared Flight Level messages were also
significantly quicker to compose than DIRECT or SPEED instructions.
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11. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This section provides a record of those main points summarised at the end of each objective.
11.1. OBJECTIVE 1: SUMMARY MIXED-MODE OPERATIONS

The operational evaluation of datalink in the various scenarios of mixed air (and ground) equipage
effectively demonstrated that the provision of datalink lead to a significant reduction in voice
channel occupancy. The greater the percentage of datalink equipped aircraft the greater the
reduction. The best reduction was observed when communication tasks were either transferred
from the Tactical Controller to the Planning Controller or suppressed altogether and replaced by
automatic datalink message. Organisation C (DL Monitor) where datalink aircraft were not
required to check on frequency when changing sector demonstrated the lowest voice channel
occupancy. It is also worth noting that in this organisation, the planning controllers continued to
transfer the majority of datalink aircraft and issued frequency change instructions via datalink,
having adopted the method in Organisation B (PC Transfer) trials.
However, controller perceived workload in Organisation A (Nominal) did not fall as the datalink
percentage increased. This was identified to be due to several important factors:
· The different working methods between using CPDLC with datalink-equipped aircraft and
voice with non-equipped aircraft.
· The tactical sector design, particularly concerning the EK and NW sectors with label
congestion also proving a problem in these sectors.
· The additional HMI inputs required when issuing a voice instruction to a datalink equipped
aircraft.

Controller response times for downlinked requests from datalink-equipped aircraft were observed
to be longer than that for voice requests from non-equipped aircraft. The controller was able to
schedule dealing with non-urgent requests to a time when sector workload permitted. The use
datalink by the pilot indicated the non-urgent nature of the request. The controllers found this
prioritisation beneficial.
Situational Awareness and team co-operation did change with the use of datalink and in particular
CPDLC. Planning controllers reported that in a datalink environment they needed to be active
rather than passive, scanning the screen for information, in order to maintain their understanding of
the situation. The Tactical Controller also had to be aware of interventions made by the Planning
Controller.
Finally, controller comments showed conclusively that the datalink concept was easy to
understand, the datalink procedures were easy to work with, and that using air-ground
datalink reduced the number of routine communication tasks.
11.2. OBJECTIVE 2 & 3: SUMMARY GOOD PRACTICE AND WORKING METHOD

In this report, results concerning good practice and working method were combined as in the study
both were found to be strongly interconnected.
The controllers took less than three simulation weeks to incorporate datalink into a new
beneficial working method.
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The defined initial working method for using datalink was based on three elements; that datalink
was to be used in non time-critical situations; that in case of datalink error the controller would
revert to using voice communication; and that the default method for datalink-equipped aircraft was
datalink communication.
The eventual working method developed by the controllers identified important factors regarding
each of the above elements. The controllers also provided information on the transfer of tasks
from the Tactical Controller to the Planning Controller, the need for display of LACK information,
and the impact of different working methods on situational awareness and teamwork.
In the initial phase, although advised to use datalink for non time-critical clearances, the controllers
expected immediate pilot responses. In fact, the response time exceeded their expectations and
they were required to revert-to-voice to resolve critical situations. Later with experience, they
became adept at selecting either voice or datalink communication depending on the situation. The
new method recommended that if execution of the instruction was required within two minutes,
then voice should be selected as the best delivery method.
Datalink-equipped aircraft were not treated differently to non-equipped aircraft, in that no specific
preference was shown. The difference was that datalink instructions required more anticipation
and downlinked requests from datalink aircraft were better scheduled with other controlling tasks.
The controllers showed a tendency to maintain a sequential delivery method, dealing with first one
aircraft and then another, where the datalink enabled multiple instructions to be issued. Evolution
to a working method where controllers interact with different aircraft concurrently may take longer
to emerge.
Reversion-to-voice following datalink error was suitable, however the controllers required a more
efficient method of resolving the remaining system ambiguity. As reversion-to-voice was a
procedure necessary when clearance delivery became time-critical, the HMI needs to provide a
quick and simple process to avoid further burdening the controller.
Setting the default delivery method to ‘datalink’ for all datalink-equipped aircraft irrespective of
sector configuration, controller role, or traffic situation was found too restrictive. This was
particularly relevant as the system update method when using voice with a datalink-equipped
aircraft was longer than the datalink method. Participants required a default method configurable
by each controller (combined with an improved update method – 8.3 Summary of Datalink
Interface Results).
The controllers did report that searching for datalink responses did consume time and effort. They
specifically wanted confirmation of the execution of an instruction in order to update their predicted
scenario. Their monitoring of pilot conformance was not affected. The move towards a mainly
visual based reception method needs to be researched to ensure that visual saturation is avoided
(i.e. too much information through one channel).
After some discussion, it was determined that the loss of voice intonation in datalink messages
should not pose a significant problem if messages are restricted to non-critical actions. If urgency
exists, then voice is considered the best medium, where the reason for an action can be provided.
The controllers’ views regarding the visible display of LACK information changed during the
experiment. Initially, when datalink was being used in time-critical situations they considered this
valuable, however later the majority withdrew this statement. They advised that the pilot response
(or error/time out) was the only cue for further action. No action could be based on knowledge that
the message had been delivered. Therefore, only LACK failure was required.
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Datalink also enabled tasks to be moved from the Tactical Controller to the Planning Controller, in
order to better balance sector workload. In terms of routine communication tasks (ACM Service),
this was considered highly successful. Planning controllers transferred control of an aircraft to the
next sector, and transferred the R/T frequency and CPDLC authority by datalink message. In
addition, in Organisation C (DL Monitor) datalink aircraft did not report on frequency, but
downlinked a Monitoring message. The simulation results show a significant reduction in voice
channel occupancy and the controllers reported no adverse effects on controller activity. In fact,
the controllers reported that the time saved could be very beneficial if re-allocated to decisionmaking and planning tasks.
Transfer of clearance tasks (ACL Service) from the Tactical Controller to the Planning Controller
was considered more complex. It was observed that responsibility for problem resolution was not
always clear. The controllers reported that task sharing should be well defined, including
operational variation during busy periods and that change should only occur after a clear redelegation of tasks. Tactical Controllers did continue to send the majority of the uplink messages,
however responses to downlink requests were made equally by each controller. Generally, when
the Planning Controller responded to downlinked requests they first informed the Tactical
Controller (verbally). A shared controlling strategy was also considered important.
The ability to maintain (situational) awareness of the other controller’s activity was affected. The
controllers reported that they needed to remain actively focussed on the screen to identify (visually)
the other controller’s actions. For the Planning Controllers, this was a significant change from
current working method, where situational awareness could be gained by listening to the voice
transmissions between the Tactical Controller and the aircraft. Controllers did compensate by
verbally updating each other on important actions, but it was considered too burdensome to do this
for all activity.
With the new task sharing between the Tactical Controller and Planning Controller and the
extension of the Planning Controller’s responsibility, safety and efficiency relied even more on the
quality of team work and communication. The potential exists for the team to effectively become
two tactical controllers. The working method prescribed maintained the planning and tactical roles,
however some controllers experimented with a task allocation that represented a dual-tactical
environment. Without a supporting working method this task allocation proved problematic. If
considered desirable, sector resource management must evolve to address this.
Following this experiment with datalink communication, the potential for a new flexible and
beneficial task sharing has been confirmed. However, task reallocation can significantly affect
controller teamwork and situational awareness. The impact on control efficiency and safety
requires further study.
11.3. OBJECTIVE 4: SUMMARY ATC PROCEDURES

Procedures differed from working methods and practices, in that procedures described specific
courses of action to be undertaken by all controllers in certain circumstances. The main procedure
implemented regarding use of datalink related to error handling and recovery. Two error scenarios
could occur: Message delivery was not confirmed (i.e. no LACK was received) and DL ERROR
was shown to the originating controller or message delivery was confirmed (i.e. LACK received),
but no reply was received from the pilot, with NO REPLY shown to the originating controller.
In both cases, the status of the clearance sent to the pilot was unknown. The procedure required
the controllers to ‘revert-to-voice’ to clarify if the pilot had received the clearance and was going to
comply. To remove the error indication, the clearance had to be re-entered.
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Controllers accepted this requirement, although they found that the procedure involved too many
steps and was time consuming. They requested simpler methods of error cancellation be
provided.
A second procedure involved the scenario conducted in Organisation C (DL Monitor), where
datalink aircraft were not required to check on frequency, with the check call replaced by a
‘Monitoring’ Message.
This procedure was found acceptable by the controllers with no problems reported. Possible
issues relating to radio checking and compliance with verification of Mode-C altimeter information
were identified, however from an operational perspective, the procedure was found to reduce radio
usage, without detrimentally affecting the controllers’ situational awareness or the control activity.
11.4. OBJECTIVE 5: SUMMARY CONTROLLER DATALINK INTERFACE

The controller interface was identified as a critical component in the datalink system. Any potential
gain in controller workload may be offset by inadequacies that exist with the means to construct,
transmit, and receive datalink information.
The controller interface used for this experiment (EATCHIP III interface) was designed as a generic
‘stripless’ interface, without the customised features required for specific national or regional
implementation. However, much useful information was gained regarding the integration of
datalink functionality into such a stripless system:
· The default to ‘datalink instruction’ for all datalink-equipped aircraft was too restrictive.
· The requirement to make an additional input for datalink-equipped aircraft in order to issue
a voice instruction was too burdensome.
· The error recovery process needs to be as light as possible.
· The controllers required a ‘history log’ showing messages over the last five minutes, be
available to assist controllers in maintaining mutual knowledge of sector datalink
communications.
11.4.1. Recommended datalink interface improvements

Consideration should be given to the following specific datalink interface improvements (to the
LINK2000+ EATCHIP interface):
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i.

Greater contrast between callsign frames indicating a datalink aircraft with successful
CPDLC connection (black callsign frame) and a datalink aircraft without CPDLC
connection (blue callsign frame). The means to recover a failed CPDLC transfer should
also be investigated.

ii.

A new system update dialogue for issuing an R/T clearance to a datalink aircraft should
be investigated. A new design may also shorten the R/T input procedure for datalink
aircraft following the failure of a specific datalink communication. A two-column menu is
proposed with equal inputs for datalink or R/T instruction (with the design strongly
supporting clarity for the controller regarding the type of instruction issued). Design
improvement should seek to make the default selectable by each controller (PC or TC),
allowing them to take account of the sector design, traffic scenario, and specific
controller role.
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iii. Addition of a facility for sending a datalink instruction “Maintain current heading” should
be considered for the Assigned Heading menu.
iv. Simplification of error message cancellation should be considered, without absolving the
controller from the need to clarify the situation, when ambiguity of a clearance could
exist between the air and ground systems.
v.

Stronger differentiation of Air/Ground messages and Ground/Ground messages is
recommended. The Message-IN window should be redesigned to clearly distinguish the
two different message areas.

vi. A history Log of messages within the last (specified) minutes should be displayable in
the Message-In window.
vii. Ground-ground co-ordination and datalink clearance-uplink for DIRECT orders should be
separated, so that the controller can chose the exact moment for performing each
function. This will require a dedicated label field for co-ordination (XPT field) and a
dedicated label field for uplink (AHDG field).
11.4.2. Recommended non-datalink interface improvements

Consideration should be given to the following non-datalink interface improvements (to the
LINK2000+ EATCHIP interface):
i.

The facility to input a prepared intermediate CFL.

ii.

The CFL filtering/highlighting function to take into account aircraft crossing the target
CFL.

iii. The TRANSFER reminder to be manually removable in TRANSFER-OUT state.
iv. A warning indication to be attachable to an aircraft in Non-concerned state.
v.

The Elastic Vector to be cancelled by Single Click Middle Button (due to similarity with
the R&B function.

11.5. OBJECTIVE 6: SUMMARY NON-NOMINAL SITUATIONS

When the one-way transfer delay time was increased (from 6 seconds to 10 seconds, increasing
the round trip time from 12 to 20 seconds excluding pilot response time) the controllers failed to
detect the change. Additionally, when the datalink failure rate was doubled (from 2.5%, to 5% of
uplink ACL messages), no change was detected.
These results, although not conclusive, would suggest that the changes did not significantly affect
the control activity, perhaps because the controllers were, by now, not using datalink in time-critical
situations and were able to accommodate the reduced performance.
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The third scenario tested variation of the transaction expiration time for the ACL messages (i.e.
nominal fixed value was 120 seconds and non-nominal fixed value was 90 seconds). The
controllers reported the reduced expiration time an improvement, but required a further reduction to
60 seconds for pilot expiration, while maintaining 120 seconds for controller expiration. They
reasoned that controllers required more time, following receipt of a pilot request, for planning, coordination, and implementation than pilots, except in exceptional circumstances. For exceptional
circumstances, the standby (offset) could be used.
11.6. OBJECTIVE 7: SUMMARY REQUIRED COMMUNICATION PERFORMANCE

This part of the study attempted to provide evidence of expected controller response times. As a
factor of the simulation, the pseudo-pilot response times were also recorded. This time
incorporated, the time to become aware of the message, the cognitive decision time, and the time
to compose a response.
In the simulation, the mean pseudo-pilot response time was 13 seconds. For the controller, this
time was added to the transfer delay, making a mean time of 25 seconds to receive a pilot
response.
Mean controller response time was 28 seconds. After adding the transfer delay, the mean time for
a pilot to receive a response to a datalink request was 40 seconds (with 50% between 24 and 46
seconds).
The controller response time did vary significantly as a function of traffic level. The more traffic a
controller had to handle, the more time was needed to respond to a downlinked request.
Composition time (using the EATCHIP HMI provided) was also recorded with 99.5% of controller
composition times being less than 10 seconds. Cleared Flight Level messages were also
significantly quicker to compose than DIRECT or SPEED instructions.
11.7. LINK2000+ REAL-TIME SIMULATION CONCLUSION

This real-time simulation was an important step in validating the LINK2000+ datalink services,
selected for early implementation in European airspace. The study evaluated the datalink services
in specific scenarios representing, increased traffic and different levels of aircraft datalink equipage
consistent with the implementation time frame. In addition, the impact on controller working
methods and the efficiency of the system interface was assessed without compromising real
safety.
The experiment confirmed expectations that datalink has the potential to significantly reduce voice
channel occupancy. Datalink was also shown to facilitate the transfer of tasks from the Tactical
Controller to the Planning Controller.
Results indicate that that if tactical controller workload is to be reduced, then other factors need to
carefully considered including the interface provided, the working method to be applied for both
datalink-equipped and non-equipped aircraft, and the impact on the controllers’ situational
awareness.
The ACM service where datalink provided the means to automate tasks and showed the potential
to transfer routine communication tasks to the Planning Controller was reported to be very
successful. Controllers were more cautious regarding endorsement of the ACL service, used for
sending control messages to the aircraft.
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These messages could become time-critical and the (implemented) transmission delay made
sending datalink clearances unsuitable in highly tactical situations. The nature of the airspace was
an important factor, with airspace that provided longer anticipation of conflict situations, more
suitable for this type of service. With both controllers having control access to the aircraft, new
issues of responsibility and teamwork also arose.
The mixed environment, where roughly half of the aircraft were datalink equipped, proved the most
difficult for the controllers to handle. Different methods of handling datalink and non-datalink
aircraft had developed. In this environment, controllers regularly had to manage mixed-mode
traffic in different scenarios. A transition strategy that addresses the different controlling methods
for equipped and non-equipped aircraft will be essential to successfully navigate this phase of
transition.
The LINK2000+ simulation conducted three weeks of exercises, successfully integrating the
LINK2000+ datalink services within a European traffic environment. Critical to the experiment was
the involvement French and Italian controllers in the evaluation process. The LINK2000+
Programme not only benefited from controller input to design, but in achieving controller
acceptance of the high-level datalink concept (albeit with some issues to resolve).
While EUROCONTROL continues to explore datalink implementation through research and
development, these results indicate that the aim of a safer, more efficient, ATM system through
datalink implementation is achievable.
11.8. SUMMARY OF MAIN RECOMMENDATIONS

1.

The datalink interface (HMI) should be redesigned to better support datalink and
voice communication for equipped aircraft. Defects in the interface provided, were
shown to contribute significantly to controller workload for handling datalink-equipped
aircraft in some scenarios. Other changes to the interface should support better
situational awareness and error correction. Following improved HMI design, the
impact of datalink equipage on controller workload should be reassessed.

2.

Controllers reported significant changes in working method, situational awareness,
and teamwork, associated with transferring tasks from the Tactical to the Planning
Controller. The impact of changing controller roles, on efficiency and safety in a
datalink environment, is still not fully understood and should be the basis for
continued research.

3.

In the study of non-nominal situations, the capacity for abnormal datalink performance
to affect the control activity was not determined. Further study should seek to identify
limits to acceptable performance and the impact on safety when efficient datalink
support is withdrawn.
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TRADUCTION EN LANGUE FRANCAISE
RESUME

La simulation temps réel LINK2000+ (21 janvier – 8 février 2002) a été la première d'une série de
simulations fondée sur l'utilisation d'une plate-forme de simulation ATM spécialement développée
à cet effet.
L'une des caractéristiques fondamentales de cette nouvelle plate-forme était la provision d’un
environnement simulé de liaison de données air-sol ou data link1 répondant aux impératifs de la
Stratégie ATM 2000+ et présentant une forte analogie avec celui que l'on se propose de mettre en
œuvre à l'échelle européenne. Les fonctionnalités proposées incluaient les services datalink
(liaisons de données) dont le programme LINK2000+ prévoit la mise en œuvre à court terme dans
la zone CEAC.
La plate-forme intégrait également une interface graphique système-contrôleur sans strips papier
ou électronique (sans bandes de progression de vol). Développée dans le cadre du Programme
européen d'harmonisation et d'intégration du contrôle de la circulation aérienne (EATCHIP III),
cette interface permettait l'utilisation d'outils informatisés d'aide au contrôleur, tels que la
coordination électronique sol-sol et les filets de sauvegarde, de manière à restituer aussi
fidèlement que possible un système ATM type pour la prochaine décennie.
La liaison de données air-sol permettra aux contrôleurs de disposer d'un deuxième canal de
communication, dont la gestion pourra être indifféremment assurée par le contrôleur tactique(TC)
(i.e. radariste) ou par le contrôleur organique (PC) (Planning Controller). Elle entraînera une
évolution des méthodes de travail, caractérisée par le transfert d'une partie de la charge de travail
du contrôleur tactique (TC) vers le contrôleur organique (PC). La diminution des échanges radio
devrait avoir pour effet d'atténuer l'encombrement des fréquences radio dans les secteurs, de
renforcer la sécurité et, à terme, de rendre possible une augmentation de la capacité des secteurs.
La généralisation des équipements de liaison de données à bord des avions ainsi que la
progression de trafic devant s'opérer de manière progressive, il est apparu nécessaire de simuler
des environnements de trafic mixte, au sein desquels les contrôleurs seraient confrontés à des
niveaux de trafic et d'équipement variables. Un trafic mixte impose aux contrôleurs de distinguer
les avions équipés des autres appareils et de sélectionner, pour la première catégorie d'avions, le
moyen de communication privilégié. La simulation visait également, non seulement à évaluer
l’effet de ces changements sur la gestion des ressources sur la position, ainsi que l’effet sur la
«conscience de la situation » (situational awareness) des contrôleurs mais aussi à améliorer
l'interface système- contrôleur EATCHIP.
Les techniques d'échange de l'information permettent d'envisager un large éventail de services
datalink. Les services retenus pour la simulation LINK2000+ sont ceux qui devraient logiquement
se prêter le mieux à une mise en œuvre à court terme.

1 Dans la version française, le système de liaison de données sera mentionné en tant que datalink et les avions équipés de cette liaison de données seront
mentionnés en tant qu’avions équipés.
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Capacité d’initialisation de la liaison de données
(DLIC)

La connexion de l’avion au centre qui fournit
le service de liaison de données.

Gestion des communications ATC (ACM)

Le transfert par liaison de données des
communications vocales et transmissions de
données depuis le cockpit.

Contrôle de microphone par l'ATC (AMC)

Notification adressée à l'avion lorsque la
fréquence ATC est bloquée en raison d'un
microphone coincé en position "émission".

Clairances ATC (ACL)

Les pilotes peuvent adresser des demandes
et les contrôleurs peuvent délivrer des
autorisations ATC et transmettre des
informations.

Quatre organisations ont été testées. La première (Organisation A – Situation nominale) simulait
divers environnements de trafic mixte. La deuxième (Organisation B – Transfert par le PC)
prévoyait le transfert, du contrôleur tactique au contrôleur organique, des opérations de transfert
de contrôle des avions équipés. La troisième (Organisation C – «premier contact-avion » par
datalink) supprimait la nécessité, pour les avions équipés, de s'annoncer sur la fréquence radio,
tandis que la quatrième (Organisation D – Situation non nominale) évaluait une série de
modifications des performances nominales de la liaison de données.
La zone géographique choisie se composait de la région d'information de vol d'Aix-en-Provence
(France) et de la région d'information de vol Rome (Italie). Étaient simulés quatre secteurs En Route mesurés, ainsi que plusieurs secteurs environnants et aéroports de la région non mesurés.
La simulation temps-réel LINK2000+ a permis d'évaluer les effets de l'introduction du datalink sur
le système ATM actuel ainsi que sur la manière dont collaborent pilotes et contrôleurs. Bon
nombre d'enseignements précieux ont pu être recueillis, qui déboucheront sur une mise en œuvre
plus aboutie du datalink visant à la mise en place d'un système ATM à la fois plus performant et
plus sûr pour l'avenir.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Contrôleurs et pilotes ont appris, à leurs dépens, que les communications radio sont aujourd'hui
l'obstacle majeur à la croissance de la capacité secteur en Europe. Le Programme LINK2000+ a
pour vocation de s'attaquer à ce problème en dotant les acteurs précités d'un deuxième canal de
communication, à savoir la liaison de données air-sol (datalink).
De précédentes simulations et/ou essais opérationnels (par ex. PETAL) ont démontré que la
communication air-sol par liaison de données est potentiellement en mesure de réduire la charge
de travail du contrôleur et du pilote tout en apportant un "plus" sur le plan de la sécurité, dans la
mesure où elle pallie bon nombre des inconvénients des communications radio.
Avec le projet PETAL IIe, le Programme ATS de coopération air-sol (AGC) a réalisé les essais préopérationnels d'une première génération de services datalink et mis en place un système ATN
complet "de bout en bout" intégrant une avionique et des logiciels certifiés. Les essais ont
démontré que les services de la première génération étaient, d'un point de vue opérationnel et
technique, prêts à être mis en œuvre.
L'ampleur de la tâche que représentaient le lancement et la gestion d'un programme de mise en
œuvre couvrant une grande partie de la zone CEAC et faisant intervenir un large éventail de
partenaires justifiait la création d'un programme de mise en œuvre de la liaison de données
distinct du Programme AGC, davantage axé sur le développement. C'est ainsi qu'a été mis en
place le Programme LINK2000+, dont l'axe majeur porte sur les questions de mise en œuvre.
Placé sous la supervision directe des Directeurs et des groupes EATMP compétents, ce
programme coopère étroitement avec l'AGC et d'autres programmes. Le projet PETAL IIe a
continué d'apporter une contribution de premier ordre à la phase initiale du Programme LINK2000+
et servi de référence pour d'autres réalisations. Ce projet est à présent entré dans sa phase de
réalisation et a été rebaptisé projet "PETAL to LINK" (P2L).
La réussite du Programme LINK2000+ repose entièrement sur la participation aussi large que
possible des prestataires de services de navigation aérienne et de services de télécommunication,
des compagnies aériennes, des exploitants d'avions et, bien évidemment, des contrôleurs et
pilotes. Dans le cadre du Programme LINK2000+, le Centre expérimental EUROCONTROL a
mené à bien une simulation temps réel qui avait pour objectif d'examiner les questions de mise en
œuvre et en particulier, les aspects revêtant une importance opérationnelle pour les contrôleurs.
L'ENAV (Italie) et la DGAC (France) ont activement soutenu le programme et pris part à la
planification et à l'exécution de cette initiative importante sur le plan de la mise en œuvre de la
liaison de données à l'échelle européenne et mondiale.
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2. OBJECTIFS
2.1. OBJECTIF GÉNÉRAL

La simulation temps réel LINK2000+ avait pour objectif général d'évaluer une grande partie des
services datalink de la première génération associés au programme de mise en œuvre
LINK2000+. Les Services simulés incluaient des services ATC de liaison de données air-sol
réputées globalement interopérables, validées au plan conceptuel et sans contraintes fortes
temporelles (non time- critical). Le Programme LINK2000+ avait sélectionné les services à simuler
en premier parmi les services reconnus les plus porteurs à court terme pour l'ATM.
2.2. OBJECTIFS SPECIFIQUES

Les objectifs spécifiques de la simulation LINK2000+ sont énumérés ci-après, par ordre
d'importance.
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1.

Réévaluer les effets opérationnels du recours combiné aux communications par radio
et par datalink dans un environnement de trafic mixte à l'échelle d'un secteur, puis d'un
CCR, compte tenu de divers niveaux d'équipement des avions.

2.

Sur la base des observations faites au cours de la simulation, recommander un
ensemble de pratiques appropriées à l'utilisation de chaque mode de communication.

3.

Recenser les changements que l'introduction du datalink pourrait avoir sur les
méthodes de travail, la répartition des tâches et les attributions des contrôleurs
tactiques (TC) et organiques (PC).

4.

Dégager les procédures ATC requises pour les applications datalink, l'accent étant mis
sur l'utilisation effective de cette technologie par les contrôleurs, la coordination, la
phraséologie radio et les situations d'urgence.

5.

Cerner les améliorations éventuelles à apporter à l'interface homme-machine (IHM).

6.

Évaluer les incidences, sur le plan de la sécurité, de situations non nominales telles
qu'une défaillance de la liaison de données, une erreur ou un délai de réponse
anormalement long.

7.

Rassembler des données pour les travaux menés par l'EUROCAE/RTCA
WG53/SC189 SG6 sur la définition des performances requises en matière de
communication, conformément au concept RCP de l'OACI.
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3. CONCLUSIONS ET RECOMMANDATIONS
Le présent chapitre récapitule les principales conclusions associées à chacun des objectifs
précités.
3.1. OBJECTIF 1: SYNTHÈSE DES OPÉRATIONS EN MODE MIXTE

L'évaluation opérationnelle des services datalink dans le cadre de différents scénarios
d'équipement mixte a clairement fait apparaître que le recours à la communication air-sol par
datalink se traduisait par une diminution sensible du taux d'occupation des fréquences radio.
Cette diminution était directement proportionnelle au nombre d'avions équipés (de la liaison de
données). La diminution la plus forte était observée lorsque les tâches de communication étaient
transférées du contrôleur tactique au contrôleur organique (PC) (Planning controller), ou tout
simplement supprimées et remplacées par la transmission automatique de messages.
L'Organisation C (Premier contact avion par datalink), où les avions équipés étaient dispensés de
s'annoncer sur la fréquence lors d'un changement de secteur, est celle qui permettait d'obtenir le
plus faible taux d'occupation des fréquences radio. Il est également intéressant de noter que,
dans cette organisation, les contrôleurs organique(PC) continuaient à transférer la plupart des
avions équipés et transmettaient des instructions relatives aux changements de fréquence via la
liaison de données, ayant en cela adopté la méthode appliquée lors des essais associés à
l'Organisation B (Transfert par le PC).
En ce qui concerne l'Organisation A (Situation nominale), les contrôleurs ont estimé que
l'augmentation du nombre d'avions équipés ne réduisait pas leur charge de travail dans les mêmes
proportions. Il est apparu que cette situation était imputable à plusieurs facteurs importants, à
savoir :
· La différence qui existe, sur le plan des méthodes de travail, entre le fait de communiquer
par datalink (e.g. CPDLC) avec les avions équipés et par radio avec les autres appareils.
· Le caractère tactique des secteurs, tels que les secteurs EK et NW, où s'est également
posé un problème de "sur-densité" des étiquettes-avion.
· Les saisies supplémentaires requises au niveau de l’IHM pour actualiser le système
lorsqu'une instruction radio est donnée à un avion équipé.

Les temps de réponse des contrôleurs aux demandes transmises par les avions équipés se sont
révélés plus longs que pour les demandes adressées par radio par les avions non équipés. En
revanche, les contrôleurs étaient en mesure de mieux planifier le traitement des demandes-pilote
non urgentes à un moment où la charge de travail dans le secteur le permettait. Le fait, pour le
pilote, de recourir au datalink dénotait le caractère non urgent de la demande. Les contrôleurs ont
jugé cette hiérarchisation des priorités bénéfique.
Il a été constaté que le recours au datalink, et en particulier aux CPDLC, avait pour effet de
modifier la « conscience de la situation » (situational awareness) et le mode de coopération sur la
position de contrôle. Les contrôleurs ont indiqué qu’en tant que contrôleurs organiques (PC) un
trafic mixte les obligeait à devoir rechercher plus activement les informations sur l'écran pour se
maintenir au fait de la situation et en tant que contrôleur tactique ils devaient, être également
conscient des interventions du contrôleur organique sur les avions équipés.
Au final, les commentaires des contrôleurs ont montré que le datalink était facile à
appréhender, que les procédures d’usage étaient simples et que l'utilisation du datalink
réduisait la charge de travail attachée aux communications de routine.
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3.2. OBJECTIFS 2 & 3: SYNTHÈSE DES BONNES PRATIQUES ET MÉTHODE DE TRAVAIL

Les conclusions relatives aux bonnes pratiques et à la méthode de travail ont été fusionnées au vu
des liens très étroits qui unissaient ces deux volets d'étude.
Il aura fallu aux contrôleurs moins de trois semaines de simulation pour développer une
méthode de travail performante intégrant le datalink.

La méthode de travail initialement définie pour l’usage du datalink reposait sur trois éléments:
primo, le datalink devait être utilisé dans des situations non critiques ; secundo, en cas d'erreur, le
contrôleur devait revenir aux communications radio et, tertio, le mode de communication par défaut
avec les avions équipés était le datalink.
La méthode de travail développée in fine par les contrôleurs a mis en lumière d'importants facteurs
concernant chacun des éléments précités.
Les contrôleurs ont également fourni des
enseignements concernant le transfert des tâches du contrôleur tactique au contrôleur organique,
la nécessité d'un affichage des informations LACK et l’impact des différentes méthodes de travail,
sur la « conscience de la situation » (Situational awareness) et le travail d'équipe.
Les premiers jours, bien qu'ayant reçus l’instruction de ne recourir au datalink que pour délivrer
des instructions dont l’heure d’exécution n’était pas critique, les contrôleurs escomptaient une
réponse immédiate de la part des pilotes. Or les temps de réponse étaient supérieurs à leurs
attentes, ce qui leur imposait de repasser aux communications radio pour résoudre les situations
devenues critiques. L'expérience aidant, ils ont appris à choisir le mode de communication qui
convenait le mieux à la situation. La nouvelle méthode recommandait que, dans le cas où une
instruction devait être suivie d'effet dans les deux minutes, il y avait lieu de privilégier l'emploi de la
radio.
Les avions équipés de la liaison de données n’ont pas bénéficié d'un traitement préférentiel par
rapport aux avions non équipés. La seule différence était que les instructions transmises par
datalink exigeaient davantage d'anticipation et que le traitement des demandes émises par les
avions équipés pouvait être mieux intégré dans la séquence des autres tâches de contrôle.
Les contrôleurs avaient tendance à s'en tenir à un mode de traitement séquentiel, prenant en
charge un avion après l'autre, alors que le datalink permet de transmettre des instructions
multiples. Le passage à une méthode de travail fondée sur une prise en charge de plusieurs
avions simultanément pourrait mettre du temps à s'imposer dans les habitudes des contrôleurs.
Si l’incitation au retour à la communication radio préconisée par le système en cas de
dysfonctionnement du datalink a été jugée adéquate, les contrôleurs ont toutefois déploré
l'absence d'une méthode plus efficace pour résoudre les autres ambiguïtés du système. Vu que le
retour à la communication radio s'impose lorsque la transmission et l’exécution des instructions
deviennent critiques, l’ IHM devrait intégrer une procédure de dialogue simple et rapide qui évite
de surcharger le contrôleur en ces circonstances.
Le choix du datalink comme mode de communication par défaut avec tous les avions équipés,
indépendamment de la configuration des secteurs, du rôle du contrôleur ou de la situation de trafic,
a été jugé trop restrictif. Ce constat était d'autant plus vrai que la mise à jour du système en cas
de retour à la communication radio avec un avion équipé prenait davantage de temps qu'avec le
datalink. Les participants ont demandé que le mode de communication à utiliser par défaut soit
configurable par chaque contrôleur (ainsi qu’un dialogue plus court de mise à jour – Cf. 7.6
Synthèse des conclusions concernant l’ IHM).
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Les contrôleurs ont indiqué que le contrôle (la recherche) des réponses transmises par datalink
était coûteux et plus particulièrement la confirmation de l'exécution d'une instruction afin de pouvoir
actualiser leur scénario prévisionnel. En revanche, le suivi du respect des instructions par les
pilotes n'était pas affecté. Le passage à une méthode de réception des informations pilotes
principalement visuelle nécessite de plus amples investigations afin de prévenir tout risque de
saturation du champ visuel (trop d'informations par un seul canal).
Il a été établi, après discussions, que la perte de l’information fournie par l’intonation de la voix ne
devrait pas poser de problème majeur tant que les messages datalink sont limités à des actions
non critiques. En cas d'urgence, la radio est considérée comme le moyen le plus approprié, en ce
sens qu'elle permet de préciser les motifs d'une requête.
L'opinion des contrôleurs quant à l'affichage des informations LACK a changé au cours de
l'expérimentation. Au début, lorsque le datalink était utilisé dans le contexte de situations critiques
dans le temps, les participants avaient jugé cet affichage précieux. Par la suite, bon nombre
d'entre eux ont révisé leur jugement. Aux yeux des contrôleurs, seule la réponse du pilote (ou un
message d'erreur/d'expiration du délai d'attente) constituait l’élément propre à déclencher la suite
des opérations. Aucune action contrôleur ne pouvait se fonder sur le simple fait de savoir que le
message datalink était arrivé à destination. Dans ces conditions, seule la notification de l'absence
de LACK était requise.
Le datalink offrait également la possibilité de transférer certaines tâches du contrôleur tactique au
contrôleur organique, de manière à mieux équilibrer la charge de travail sur la position de contrôle.
Sur le plan des communications de routine (Service ACM), les résultats obtenus se sont révélés
excellents. Les contrôleurs organiques étaient en mesure de transférer un avion vers le secteur
suivant, tout en relayant la fréquence radio et l'autorité CPDLC par message informatisé. Qui plus
est, dans l'Organisation C (Premier contact-avion par datalink), les avions équipés ne
s'annonçaient plus sur la fréquence mais transmettaient un simple message datalink
« Monitoring » indiquant qu’ils étaient sur la fréquence radio du secteur. Les résultats font
apparaître une diminution sensible du taux d'occupation des fréquences radio. Les contrôleurs
n'ont fait état d'aucune retombée néfaste sur leur activité. De plus, ces derniers ont indiqué que le
temps ainsi gagné pouvait être très utilement consacré à la prise de décision et à la planification.
Le transfert de la tâche de transmission de clairances(Service ACL) du contrôleur tactique au
contrôleur organique a été jugé plus complexe. La responsabilité de la résolution des problèmes
n'était pas toujours clairement établie. Les contrôleurs ont indiqué que le nouveau partage des
tâches devrait être bien précisé, et plus particulièrement en périodes de pointe. Si les contrôleurs
tactiques continuaient à envoyer la plupart des messages aux avions, les réponses aux requêtespilote par datalink étaient fournies dans une égale proportion par les deux catégories de
contrôleurs. D'une manière générale, lorsque le contrôleur organique répondait à une demande
du cockpit, il en informait d'abord (verbalement) le contrôleur tactique. Il importe en plus que la
stratégie de contrôle à partager soit claire et acceptée par les deux intervenants sur la position.
Avec le datalink, l'aptitude du contrôleur organique à actualiser son image mentale en fonction de
l'activité de son homologue tactique est mise à l’épreuve. Les contrôleurs ont affirmé avoir dû se
concentrer activement sur l'écran pour cerner (visuellement) les actions de leurs collègues. Pour
les contrôleurs organiques, il s'agissait là d'une manière radicalement différente de travailler, dans
la mesure où ils avaient eu jusqu'ici pour habitude de se tenir au courant de la situation en
écoutant les échanges radio entre le contrôleur tactique et le cockpit. Les contrôleurs ont certes
compensé cette situation en se tenant mutuellement informés (verbalement) des actions
importantes, mais cette façon de procéder a été jugée trop contraignante pour s'appliquer à tous
les volets de l'activité de contrôle.
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Avec le nouveau partage des tâches entre le contrôleur tactique et le contrôleur organique, et
l'extension des responsabilités de ce dernier, la sécurité et l'efficacité sont devenues plus
tributaires encore de la qualité du travail d'équipe et de la communication sur la position. Notons
qu’il y a la possibilité que l’équipe sur la position soit faite de deux tactiques. Les méthodes de
travail préconisées maintenaient les deux rôles de tactique et d’organique (i.e. Planning
contrôleur), cependant certaines équipes se sont retrouvées à travailler comme deux tactiques. Or
sans une évolution des méthodes de travail, cette situation s’est s’avérée problématique. C’est
pourquoi s’il est désiré armer une position de deux tactiques utilisant indifféremment le datalink, il
conviendra de faire évoluer dans ce sens les méthodes de travail et la gestion des ressources sur
la position.
Cette expérimentation sur la communication par datalink a démontré qu'il était possible d'instaurer
une nouvelle répartition des tâches, à la fois souple et porteuse. Seulement l’efficacité de cette réaffectation des tâches repose considérablement sur la qualité du travail d'équipe et de la
conscience mutuelle de la situation. Les effets sur l’augmentation de la capacité secteur et la
sécurité nécessitent d'être étudiées plus avant.
3.3. OBJECTIF 4: SYNTHÈSE DES PROCEDURES ATC

Les procédures diffèrent des méthodes et pratiques de travail en ce qu'elles décrivent des
marches à suivre spécifiques auxquels tous les contrôleurs doivent se conformer dans des
circonstances données. La principale procédure appliquée dans le cadre de l'utilisation du datalink
concernait le processus de reprise en cas d’erreurs. Deux scénarios d'erreur pouvaient se
présenter: la réception du message datalink n'était pas confirmée (pas de LACK) et un message
d'erreur (DL ERROR) apparaissait alors sur le poste du contrôleur, ou la réception du message
datalink était confirmée (LACK reçu) sans qu'aucune réponse ne parvienne du pilote, ce qui
entraînait l'affichage du message NO REPLY sur le poste du contrôleur. (Cela pouvait être du
effectivement à une absence de réponse du pilote pendant le temps imparti ou à une perte du
message datalink comportant la réponse du pilote).
Dans les deux cas, le statut de l'autorisation délivrée au pilote était inconnu. La procédure de
reprise imposait aux contrôleurs de repasser en communication radio pour vérifier si le pilote avait
reçu l'autorisation et allait s'y conformer. Pour faire disparaître le message d'erreur, il fallait réencoder l'autorisation dans le système sol en précisant qu’il s’agissait d’une communication radio
et qu’aucun message datalink ne devait être envoyé de nouveau. Les contrôleurs ont accepté
cette contrainte tout en estimant que la procédure comportait de trop nombreuses saisies. Ils ont
demandé que soient mises au point des méthodes plus simples pour annuler les messages
d'erreur.
Une deuxième procédure faisait intervenir le scénario de l'Organisation C où les avions équipés de
la liaison de données étaient dispensés de s'annoncer sur la fréquence, cet appel étant remplacé
par un message datalink de monitoring.
Cette procédure a été jugée acceptable par les contrôleurs et n'a soulevé aucune difficulté.
D'éventuels problèmes liés aux essais de la liaison radio et au respect de la vérification des
données d'altimétrie, Mode C, ont bien été évoqués, mais d'un point de vue opérationnel, les
participants ont estimé que la procédure réduisait l'usage de la radio sans incidence négative sur
leur « conscience de la situation », ni sur l'exercice du contrôle.
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3.4. OBJECTIF 5: SYNTHÈSE SUR L’INTERFACE CONTROLEUR-SYSTEME DATALINK

L'interface contrôleur a été reconnue comme l'une des composantes critiques des services
datalink. De fait, tout gain potentiel au niveau de la charge de travail du contrôleur peut être réduit
à néant par les inadéquations du mécanisme de génération, de transmission et de réception des
informations datalink.
L'interface contrôleur utilisée pour les besoins de la simulation (interface EATCHIP III) était une
interface générique du type "stripless" (sans bandes de progression de vol), dépourvue des
adaptations requises pour une mise en œuvre nationale ou régionale particulière. De précieux
enseignements ont néanmoins pu être recueillis en ce qui concerne l'intégration de la fonction
datalink dans ce type de système sans bandes de progression de vol:
· La sélection par défaut de la transmission des clairances par datalink pour tous les avions
équipés a été jugée trop restrictive.
· L’obligation d'opérer une saisie supplémentaire pour mettre à jour le système dans le cas
d’une instruction radio délivrée à un avion équipé a été jugée trop contraignante.
· Le processus de reprise après erreur devrait être aussi simplifié que possible.
· Les contrôleurs souhaiteraient disposer d'un historique des messages des cinq dernières
minutes, de manière à pouvoir être, en permanence, au fait des échanges datalink dans
le secteur.
3.4.1. Propositions d'améliorations de l'interface contrôleur – datalink

ll conviendrait de prendre en considération les améliorations suivantes de l'interface EATCHIPLINK2000+) :
i.

Un contraste plus marqué entre l’indication d’une connexion CPDLC réussie à savoir
un cadre noir autour de l’indicatif d'appel et l’indication d’une absence de connexion
CPDLC (à savoir un cadre bleu autour du callsign). Les moyens de réamorcer un
transfert CPDLC avorté devraient également être étudiés.

ii.

Il serait utile de développer un nouveau dialogue d'actualisation du système en cas
de transmission radio d’une clairance à un avion équipé. Comme il serait bon de
raccourcir le dialogue d’actualisation du système en cas d'échec d'une transmission
datalink.
Un menu à deux colonnes est proposé, assurant un nombre égal de saisies pour la
communication d'une instruction par datalink ou par radio (le contrôleur étant
clairement informé quant au type d'instruction émise). La possibilité devrait être
donnée aux deux contrôleurs (TC et PC)) de sélectionner le mode de communication
par défaut en fonction de la configuration du secteur, du scénario de trafic et de leurs
attributions spécifiques.

iii.

Le menu "Assigned Heading" devrait comporter une option permettant la transmission
par liaison de données d'une instruction "Maintain current heading".

iv.

Il serait opportun de simplifier la procédure d'annulation des messages d'erreur sans
pour autant supprimer la nécessité, pour le contrôleur, de clarifier la situation
lorsqu'une ambiguïté à propos d'une autorisation existe entre les systèmes sol et air.
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v.

Les messages air-sol devraient être plus clairement différenciés des messages solsol dans la fenêtre "Message IN".

vi.

Un historique des messages des (x) dernières minutes devrait pouvoir être affiché à
partir de la fenêtre "Message IN".

vii.

La coordination sol-sol et la transmission sol-air des instructions de DIRECT
devraient être dissociées, de sorte que le contrôleur puisse choisir à quel moment
précis il accomplira ces deux tâches. Cet ajustement nécessite de prévoir un champ
d'étiquette spécifique pour la coordination (champ XPT) et un autre pour la
transmission sol-air (champ AHDG).

3.4.2. Propositions d’amélioration de l'interface contrôleur – système hors datalink

ll conviendrait de prendre en considération les améliorations suivantes de l'interface (EATCHIP
LINK2000+), lesquelles ne concernent pas les services datalink :
i.

Possibilité d'encoder un CFL intermédiaire préparé.

ii.

Prise en compte, dans la fonction de /mise en évidence des avions au même CFL,
des avions franchissant le CFL cible.

iii.

Possibilité de retirer manuellement le rappel "TRANSFER" au stade "TRANSFEROUT".

iv.

Possibilité de poser un warning également sur à un avion qui n’est pas sous contrôle
(ie"non concerned". )

v.

Annulation du vecteur élastique par simple clic sur le bouton médian de la souris(en
raison de la similitude avec la fonction R&B).

3.5. OBJECTIF 6: SYNTHÈSE DES SITUATIONS NON NOMINALES

L'allongement du délai de transmission des messages sol-air (de 6 à 10 secondes, avec pour
corollaire un allongement de 12 à 20 secondes du délai de transmission aller- retour, temps de
réponse du pilote exclus) n'a pas été perçu par les contrôleurs.
Ces derniers n'ont pas non plus réagi au doublement du taux d'erreur de type non-réception du
LACK (de 2,5 % à 5 % pour les transmissions sol-air des ACL).
Ces constatations, bien que non concluantes, donnent à penser que les changements précités
n'avaient pas d'incidence majeure sur l'exercice du contrôle parce que, sans doute, les participants
s'abstenaient, à ce stade, de recourir au datalink pour les situations à fortes contraintes
temporelles (time-critical) et pouvaient donc s'accommoder de performances moindres du
système.
Le troisième scénario non-nominal visait à tester une variation du délai d'expiration des
transactions pour les messages ACL (valeur nominale fixée à 120 secondes, valeur non nominale
fixée à 90 secondes). Les contrôleurs ont jugé bénéfique la réduction du délai d'expiration, tout en
indiquant cependant qu'ils souhaiteraient voir ce délai ramené à 60 secondes pour le pilote et
maintenu à 120 secondes pour eux.
L'argument avancé était que, sauf circonstances
exceptionnelles, les contrôleurs nécessitaient davantage de temps que le pilote pour planifier,
coordonner et mettre en œuvre une demande émanant du cockpit. En cas de circonstances
exceptionnelles, il pouvait être fait usage de la procédure "standby" qui consiste à répondre que
l’on a besoin d’un délai supplémentaire.
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3.6. OBJECTIF 7: SYNTHÈSE DES PERFORMANCES REQUISES EN MATIÈRE DE
COMMUNICATION

Ce volet de l'étude visait à obtenir des informations probantes sur les temps de réponse
escomptés des contrôleurs. Pour les besoins de la simulation, les temps de réponses des pseudopilotes étaient également enregistrés. Ces temps incluaient le délai nécessaire aux pilotes pour
prendre conscience de l'arrivée d'un message, décider de la suite à donner et composer la
réponse.
Le temps de réponse moyen des pseudo-pilotes était de 13 secondes. Pour les contrôleurs, ce
paramètre devait être augmenté du délai de transmission, ce qui donnait une durée moyenne de
25 secondes pour obtenir la réponse d'un pilote.
Le temps de réponse moyen des contrôleurs était de 28 secondes. En y ajoutant le délai de
transmission, on obtenait une durée moyenne de 40 secondes pour l'envoi d'une réponse à une
demande du pilote (50 % des réponses étant transmises dans un délai de 24 à 46 secondes).
En fait, le temps de réponse des contrôleurs variait considérablement en fonction du niveau de
trafic. Plus le trafic à prendre en charge était important, plus le délai de réponse aux demandes
adressées par les pilotes était long.
Le temps nécessaire à la composition des messages (via l'interface EATCHIP) a, lui aussi, été
enregistré : dans 99,5 % des cas, il était inférieur à 10 secondes. Les messages CFL (niveau de
vol autorisé) étaient sensiblement plus rapides à composer que les instructions DIRECT ou
SPEED.
3.7. CONCLUSIONS DE LA SIMULATION EN TEMPS RÉEL LINK2000+

Cette simulation en temps réel a représenté une étape importante dans la validation des services
de liaison de données LINK2000+ qui doivent être prochainement mis en œuvre dans l'espace
aérien européen. L'étude a permis d'évaluer lesdits services dans le cadre de différents scénarios
faisant varier le volume de trafic et le taux d’avions équipés, scénarios représentatifs de la période
prévue pour la mise en œuvre du programme. En outre, les effets du datalink sur les méthodes de
travail des contrôleurs ainsi que l'efficacité de l'interface système- contrôleur ont pu être évaluées
sans que la sécurité opérationnelle s'en trouve compromise.
Cette expérimentation a apporté la confirmation que le datalink était potentiellement en mesure de
réduire sensiblement le taux d'occupation des fréquences radio. Il est également apparu qu'elle
pouvait faciliter le transfert de certaines tâches du contrôleur tactique (TC) au contrôleur organique
(PC).
Il ressort que toute diminution de la charge de travail du contrôleur tactique impose de prendre
dûment en considération un certain nombre d'autres facteurs tels que l'interface utilisée, la
méthode de travail à appliquer aux avions équipés selon le mode de communication utilisée et les
répercussions sur la conscience de la situation par les contrôleurs selon leur rôle.
Le service ACM, pour lequel la liaison de données permettait à la fois d'automatiser certaines
tâches et de transférer une partie des communications de routine du contrôleur tactique au
contrôleur organique, a été très favorablement perçu. En revanche, les contrôleurs se sont
montrés plus circonspects quant au service ACL, utilisé pour l'envoi des clairances. Les délais de
transmission (appliqués) rendaient inadéquat le recours au datalink pour l'envoi de clairances dans
les situations hautement tactiques. La nature de l'espace aérien fut un facteur déterminant, les
environnements offrant une plus grande marge d'anticipation des situations conflictuelles se
prêtant le mieux à ce type de service.
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Le fait que les deux contrôleurs puissent donner des instructions à l'avion a également engendré
une réflexion sur le partage des responsabilités et le travail d'équipe.
Les trafics mixtes, dans lesquels la moitié environ des avions étaient équipés de la liaison de
données, se sont avérés les plus ardus à gérer pour les contrôleurs. Diverses méthodes de prise
en charge, des avions équipés et non équipés ont été développées, alors que les contrôleurs
étaient également amenés à gérer des scénarios croissant de trafic. Une stratégie de transition
couvrant les différentes méthodes de contrôle des avions - équipés et non équipés – s'impose
pour gérer correctement cette phase transitoire.
La simulation LINK2000+, qui s'est échelonnée sur trois semaines, a permis d'intégrer avec
succès les services de liaison de données LINK2000+ dans un environnement de trafic européen.
La participation de contrôleurs français et italiens au processus d'évaluation a été déterminante
dans la réussite de l'entreprise. Le Programme LINK2000+ a non seulement pu tirer avantage des
propositions d'améliorations formulées par les contrôleurs mais a également réussi à faire
accepter à ces derniers le concept global de la liaison de données sol-air (même si certains
problèmes doivent encore être résolus).
Alors qu'EUROCONTROL poursuit ses travaux de recherche -et développement sur le sujet, les
résultats de la simulation montrent que l'objectif d'un système ATM à la fois plus sûr et plus
efficace grâce à la mise en œuvre de la liaison de données est parfaitement réaliste.
3.8. SYNTHÈSE DES PRINCIPÂLES RECOMMANDATIONS
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1.

L'interface contrôleur pour les services datalink (IHM)) devrait être revue dans
l'optique d'une meilleure intégration des deux modes de communication – radio et
datalink – pour les avions équipés. On a pu observer que les défauts de l'interface
testée contribuaient à alourdir la charge de travail du contrôleur lors de la prise en
charge d'avions équipés dans le cadre certains scénarios. D'autres ajustements
seraient nécessaires afin d'améliorer la conscience de la situation et de simplifier les
procédures de reprise en cas erreurs datalink. Suite à quoi seulement l’impact réel
du datalink sur la gestion des ressources sur la position pourra être à nouveau
évalué.

2.

Les contrôleurs ont indiqué que le transfert de certaines tâches du contrôleur tactique
au contrôleur organique engendrait des changements radicaux sur le plan des
méthodes de travail, de la conscience de la situation et du travail d'équipe. Les effets
de la modification des attributions des contrôleurs sur l'efficacité et la sécurité du
contrôle dans un environnement de liaison de données ne sont pas encore
totalement établis et devraient faire l'objet de recherches complémentaires.

3.

Dans le cadre de l'analyse des situations non nominales, il n'a pas été déterminée la
mesure exacte avec laquelle les performances anormales de la liaison de données
pouvaient nuire à l'exercice du contrôle. Il importerait de cerner les limites de la
performance acceptable ainsi que les effets sur la sécurité d’un système datalink
défaillant.
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